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UN confirms 2014 was 'hottest year on record' 
 

Fourteen of the fifteen hottest years have all been this century, says Michel Jarraud, secretary general of 

the Wrld Meteorological Oraganization 

 

Geneva (AFP) - The year 2014 was the hottest on record, part of a "warming trend" that appeared set to 

continue, the UN's weather agency said Monday. 

 

Average global air temperatures in 2014 were 0.57 degrees Celsius (1.03 degree Fahrenheit) higher than 

the long-term average of 14 C (57.2 F) for a 1961-1990 reference period, the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) said in a statement. 

 

"Fourteen of the 15 hottest years have all been this century," said WMO secretary general Michel 

Jarraud. 

 

"In 2014, record-breaking heat combined with torrential rainfall and floods in many countries and 

drought in some others -- consistent with the expectation of a changing climate," he added. 

 

Global sea-surface temperatures also reached record levels. 

 

- 'Global warming to continue' - 

 

View galleryAverage global air temperatures in 2014 were 0.57 degrees&nbsp;&hellip; 

Average global air temperatures in 2014 were 0.57 degrees Celsius (1.03 degree Fahrenheit) higher th … 

United Nations members will meet in Geneva next week for talks on a global climate pact that must be 

signed in Paris in December for curbing greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

The UN seeks to limit warming to no more than 2 C over pre-Industrial Revolution levels, but scientists 

warn the Earth is on target for double that target -- a scenario that could be catastrophic. 

 

"We expect global warming to continue, given that rising levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 

and the increasing heat content of the oceans are committing us to a warmer future," said Jarraud. 

 

The WMO said that only a few hundredths of a degree separated the warmest years. Average global air 

temperatures in 2010 were 0.55 C above average, compared to 2014's 0.57 C, and 0.54 C in 2005. 

 

Also notable was that the 2014 record occurred in the absence of a fully-developed El Nino system -- a 

periodic weather phenomenon that has an overall warming impact on Earth's climate. 

 

View galleryA woman uses a mug to ration water for washing of dishes&nbsp;&hellip; 

A woman uses a mug to ration water for washing of dishes in Sao Paulo, Brazil, on January 22, 2015 d … 

High temperatures in 1998 -- the hottest year before the 21st century -- occurred during a strong El 

Nino. 



 

The WMO report is a consolidation of leading international datasets, including research by NASA, the US 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Met Office's Hadley Centre and the 

University of East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit. 

 

Some of the data goes back to 1850. 

 

Scientists warn that a 4 C warmer Earth would be hit by more catastrophic droughts, floods, rising seas 

and storms, with wars likely fought over ever-scarcer resources like water. 

 

Fraught UN negotiations for a climate-saving pact, scheduled to enter into force from 2020, are at a 

difficult phase and campaigners and observers fear a weak compromise as nations continue to disagree 

of some of the very fundamentals. 

 

Countries have committed to make emissions-curbing pledges before the Paris gathering -- starting next 

month for those nations in a position to do so. 

 

Emissions must be slashed by 40-70 percent by 2050 from 2010 levels and to near zero or below by 2100 

for a good chance of reaching two-degree warming, the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change said in a report last year. 

 

1,152 Comments 
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An Engineer 

An Engineer 30 minutes ago 2 3  

Don't be fooled by the army of paid astroturfers that use the Yahoo comment boards to spread global-

warming disinformation at every opportunity, including this article. You can tell that they are 

astroturfers in two ways. First, their numbers are greatly overrepresented on the comment boards 

compared with the general population. Second, they all have the same talking points. They are using 

exactly the same tactics in the service of Big Oil & King Coal that Big Tobacco used in the attempt to 

discredit medical research showing a link between smoking and cancer. 

Google these articles for more information: 

Billion-dollar climate denial network exposed 

Astroturfing the climate wars: five ways to spot a troll 

Astroturfing works, and it’s a major challenge to climate change 

ASTROTURFING, WHAT IS IT AND WHY IT MATTERS 

Climate deniers: Ukip in bed with corporate America 

 

Larry A 

Larry A 14 minutes ago 1 1  

Thank you Mr Engineer! Problem is climate deniers don't read, don't understand, and only parrot what 

they have heard on Faux. Unless you are blind you can look out your window and see the air pollution 

anywhere in the US. 

MoreAn Engineer 

An Engineer 6 minutes ago 2 1  



Many commenters are using this article as a platform to spread global-warming disinformation. The 

truth is that virtually every reputable scientific organization in the world has a position statement 

accepting the fact that global warming is real, significant, and very likely caused by human consumption 

of fossil fuels. Here is a direct quote from the American Physical Society: 

 

"Emissions of greenhouse gases from human activities are changing the atmosphere in ways that affect 

the Earth's climate. Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide as well as methane, nitrous oxide and 

other gases. They are emitted from fossil fuel combustion and a range of industrial and agricultural 

processes. 

 

"The evidence is incontrovertible: Global warming is occurring. 

If no mitigating actions are taken, significant disruptions in the Earth’s physical and ecological systems, 

social systems, security and human health are likely to occur. We must reduce emissions of greenhouse 

gases beginning now." 

 

And here is a highly informative list assembled (slightly updated by yours truly) by Don Hofstrand, 

Agricultural Economist, Agricultural Marketing Resource Center: 

 

Statements by concurring organizations 

 

Academies of Science -- joint statement by 32 national science academies 

InterAcademy Council 

European Academy of Sciences and Arts 

International Council of Academies of Engineering and Technological Sciences 

Network of African Science Academies 

Royal Society of New Zealand 

Royal Society of the United Kingdom 

Polish Academy of Sciences 

National Research Council (US) 

American Association for the Advancement of Science 

American Chemical Society 

American Institute of Physics 

American Physical Society 

Australian Institute of Physics 

European Physical Society 

European Science Foundation 

Federation of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies 

American Geophysical Union 

European Federation of Geologists 

European Geosciences Union 

Geological Society of America 

Geological Society of London 

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics 

National Association of Geoscience Teachers 

American Meteorological Society 

Australian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society 

Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences 

Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society 



Royal Meteorological Society (UK) 

World Meteorological Organization 

American Quaternary Association 

International Union for Quaternary Research 

American Association of Wildlife Veterinarians 

American Institute of Biological Sciences 

American Society for Microbiology 

Australian Coral Reef Society 

Institute of Biology (UK) 

Society of American Foresters 

The Wildlife Society (international) 

American Academy of Pediatrics 

American College of Preventive Medicine 

American Medical Association 

American Public Health Association 

Australian Medical Association 

World Federation of Public Health Associations 

World Health Organization 

American Astronomical Society 

American Statistical Association 

Engineers Australia (The Institution of Engineers Australia) 

International Association for Great Lakes Research 

Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand 

 

Non-committal statements 

American Association of Petroleum Geologists 

American Association of State Climatologists 

American Geological Institute 

American Institute of Professional Geologists 

Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences 

Geological Society of Australia 

 

Statements by dissenting organizations 

 

No dissenting statements on climate change by scientific organizations were listed. However, a number 

of individual scientists are on record as dissenters. Regardless, a number of surveys have revealed that a 

substantial majority of scientists believe that global warming is occurring and that human factors are a 

major contributor. 

COT 

COT 9 hours ago 0 10  

I keep wondering how Greenland got its name. 

 

Hilly 

Hilly 3 hours ago 3 14  

Not to worry folks, available for a limited time only, you can get your very own bottle of patented Michel 

Jarraud's Man Made Global Warming Elixir. Approved by 97% of scientists and guaranteed to stop 

floods, droughts, wildfires, storms, disease, melting glaciers, hurricanes, asthma, heat waves, and even 

mental anguish from that worrisome global warming. Containing the highest quality American tax 



dollars, a large number of American jobs, and specially imported horse manure our extra strength 

formula is guaranteed to give you a meaningless Joy Joy feeling not even another propaganda story from 

the IPCC can deliver. Blends perfectly with Kool Aid and is the official drink of the Global Warming Tax 

and Alarmist Society. Please drink irresponsibly and send your money quickly, supplies(jobs) are limited. 

U.S. residents please add a 97% pet project/debunked scientist severance sales tax to your order. 

 

Todd 

Todd 53 minutes ago 3 6  

The claim of 2014 being the "hottest year" on record is only 38% sure, according to the scientists who 

made the claim. If NASA and NOAA hadn't fudged the temperature numbers, there wouldn't be any 

question about the claim, except that if my boss was to see that I was only right 38% of the time,I would 

be fired, that is about the accuracy of most weathermen. Another fraud claim from the scammers of the 

largest fraud in human history trying to keep the scam going as more and more people find out "climate 

change" is nothing more than a fraud that makes Bernie Madoff look honest. By now, only those 

benefitting from the scam and those too stupid to realize it is a fraud are the only ones still claiming 

manmade global warming is true. 

 

fun 

fun 1 hour ago 3 9  

telegraph headline "Top climate scientists admit global warming forecasts were wrong" 

[ Top climate scientists have admitted that their global warming forecasts are wrong and world is not 

heating at the rate they claimed it was in a key report. ] 

dailymail headline "World's top climate scientists confess: Global warming is just QUARTER what we 

thought - and computers got the effects of greenhouse gases wrong" 

[ Leaked report reveals the world has warmed at quarter the rate claimed by IPCC in 2007 ] 

Cueball 

Cueball 1 hour ago 0 3  

I have no respect for the United Nations, NASA or the WMO. They are all left wing organizations that 

want the productive countries to give money to the nonproductive countries in the form of welfare that 

helps no one. 

 

John 

John 9 seconds ago 0 0  

They've recently developed a new treatment that shows promise for people like @An Engineer. It's a 

modified form of ECT (shock treatments) where they really crank the voltage. 

 

A home treatment version is also available that involves a long spool of copper wire, a set of jumper 

cables, and a high voltage transmission line. 

K C 

K C 4 hours ago 3 13  

Can anyone spot the CO2 emissions in the picture? 

 

The alarmists love to talk about El Ninos. Here's some insight on El Nino's from an alarmist named Dr. 

Trenberth. 

 

From his article titled 'Has Global Warming Stalled?' which was published May 22, 2013 at the Royal 

Meteorological Society: "But while the overall warming is about 0.16°C per decade, there are 3 10-year 



periods where there was a hiatus in warming. From 1977 to 1986, from 1987 to 1996, and from 2001-

2012. But at each end of these periods there were big jumps." 

 

What caused these "big jumps"? He failed to explain them in his article but mentioned "steps" during an 

interview titled 'Kevin Trenberth on El Nino Part 2' which was posted on Youtube on May 12, 2014 in 

which he states: "One of the real prospects to look out for is whether we go back into a different phase 

of this Pacific Decadal Oscillation. And one of the potential prospects we can watch out for is whether 

the next whole decade will be distinctly warmer…uh, uh…and so, in terms of the global mean 

temperature, instead of having a gradual trend going up, maybe the way to think of it is we have a series 

of steps, like a staircase. And, and, it’s possible, that we’re approaching one of those steps." 

 

So we have "big jumps" and "steps" separated by "a hiatus in warming". It's obvious he's relating "steps" 

to El Ninos during his interview. Could that also explain his "big jumps"? 

 

Let's see. Well the first jump corresponds with the Pacific Climate Shift in 1976. That shift makes its 

presence known best in the monthly sea surface temperature data of the East Pacific ocean which 

warmed approximately 0.22 deg C in only one year. 

 

And the other "big jumps" or "steps"? They all correspond with El Ninos and even Dr. Trenbreth says El 

Ninos are fueled by sunlight. 

 

Trenberth et al. 2002: "The negative feedback between SST and surface fluxes can be interpreted as 

showing the importance of the discharge of heat during El Niño events and of the recharge of heat 

during La Niña events. Relatively clear skies in the central and eastern tropical Pacific allow solar 

radiation to enter the ocean, apparently offsetting the below normal SSTs, but the heat is carried away 

by Ekman drift, ocean currents, and adjustments through ocean Rossby and Kelvin waves, and the heat 

is stored in the western Pacific tropics. This is not simply a rearrangement of the ocean heat, but also a 

restoration of heat in the ocean." 

 

And he doubles down in Trenberth and Fasullo 2011: "Typically prior to an El Niño, in La Niña conditions, 

the cold sea waters in the central and eastern tropical Pacific create high atmospheric pressure and clear 

skies, with plentiful sunshine heating the ocean waters. The ocean currents redistribute the ocean heat 

which builds up in the tropical western Pacific Warm Pool until an El Niño provides relief (Trenberth et 

al. 2002)." 

 

An El Nino releases a tremendous amount of heat from the tropical Pacific to the atmosphere and it 

redistributes a tremendous amount of warm water within the oceans from the tropical Pacific to 

adjacent ocean basins, and according to Trenberth and Fasullo 2011, an El Nino causes changes in 

atmospheric circulation that reduces the evaporation from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and allows 

more sunlight to penetrate and warm those ocean basins to depth, both of which contribute to the 

warming of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans in response to an El Nino without the direct exchange of heat 

from the tropical Pacific. 

 

Trenberth and Fasulo (2011) includes: "Meanwhile, maximum warming of the Indian and Atlantic 

Oceans occurs about 5 months after the El Nino owing to sunny skies and lighter winds (less evaporative 

cooling), while the convective action is in the Pacific." 

 



The upward "steps" are precisely what we would expect of ENSO if it is viewed, not as noise in the 

surface temperature record, but as a sunlight fueled, recharge-discharge oscillator. It appears that El 

Nino events, combined with the heat uptake in the tropical Pacific during La Nina events, are major 

contributors to any radiative imbalance that may (or may not) exist. 

 

The alarmists community hasn’t bothered to properly account for the contribution of ENSO. And there’s 

no reason that we would expect them to do so. Any attempt by them to account for ENSO’s contribution 

to the warming of surface temperatures and the oceans to depth would detract from the hypothetical 

influence of man made greenhouse gases. 

 

RangersLead 

RangersLead 10 hours ago 3 24  

The UN politicians think we are stupid enough to think that the UN conducts science. The UN employees 

no scientists, nor do they have any money to pay them if they did. What they do have is greedy 

politicians. Just look at the net worth of all UN ambassadors before and after they were appointed to 

represent their respective countries. Most of these people are idiots from third world nations that only 

line their own pockets. The more money they can get from the world, the fatter their wallets become. 

 

notnyeve 

notnyeve 11 hours ago 4 45  

There it is. We must reduce the human population by 40-70% by 2050 and to near zero by 2100 to keep 

the average temperature from rising another 1.43 deg C. But, won't global warming accomplish that 

anyway, according to the UN's scientific advisors' dire catastrophic warnings? So, if we do nothing 

humans will die, emissions will be reduced and the earth's temperature will be free to fluctuate without 

complaint and pesky mettling! Who knows, earth's creatures may evolve back to dinosaurs!  

 

We live in a 24/7 society - people expect it. If you thInk draconian mandates to end the petroleum-based 

energy that powers, lights and moves society can be sustained using only alternative enery without 

massive increases in cost then why hasn't a credible plan to do so been presented? Incadescent light 

bulbs costing $0.34 were banned and suddenly replaced with bulbs costing $10 - to reduce emissions. 

What happens when your electric utility bill goes from $195 to $2195 or the cost of a can of pork and 

beans averages $12 because higher energy costs limit production. What happens when stores and 

businesses cease to operate 24/7 and jobs are cut in half? The UN warns there will be wars over water? 

There will be wars over much more resources and services unless the greatest threat to the earth's 

resources is taken seriously and an immediate plan to curtail it is acted upon immediately - 

OVERPOPULATION!  

This threat isn't theorized, conjured up with pseudo science, or based short-term, selected data sets to 

make a long-term conclusion. Overpopulation is simple numbers - we are producing new humans faster 

than old ones are dying and as such are using ever more resources faster than ever before. Either we 

stop producing more or rid the earth of some of the ones we have now. Otherwise, the earth (nature) 

will do what it does best - kill the weakest - politics and fairness not a consideration! 

 

LadyBel 

LadyBel 6 hours ago 0 1  

JamesT, the EARTH has an overpopulation problem. That's one reason why there is so much illegal 

immigration in Europe and the USA.  

And if you are trying to include ME as a Liberal or as being for unlimited immigration of any kind, you're 

mistaken. 



Moremarkb 

markb 10 hours ago 4 47  

Again, the use of data sets using different instruments, different methods of data collection and 

different sampling sizes creates a statistical error of at least 2 degrees and because that eclipses the 

purported change of 1 degree the claim is scientifically meaningless. 

This only enforces the skeptics's position on AGW as being a hoax. The believers of AGW need to cross-

examine the scientific efficacy of the claims to make their reporting credible.  

This article completely fails that protocol and the UN is a political, not a scientific, entity as they 

constantly pervert one principle to enforce another principle; a perpetual manipulation of truths to 

satisfy the cause of the day. 

 

Ferd Burfel 

Ferd Burfel 11 hours ago 5 78  

The UN, ignoring data that does not fit their preconceived conclusions (such as satellite data) and cherry 

picking data that supports their goal of siphoning money from industrialized nations into their own 

coffers. Why would anyone believe the UN is the "go to" organization for truth and results anyway? 

Remember Haiti, a country about the size of Maryland, the UN is their "fixing" things. Since the 

earthquake in Haiti, 18 billions dollars, and thousands of volunteer hours have been poured into that 

tiny nation. Result? Haiti, still a disaster area, the UN a costly waste of time and effort. Time to shut it 

down and form an organization of free states willing to actually do something other than have parties 

and blow money. 

 

wing 

wing 9 hours ago 0 4  

The AGW clowns must be thrilled to have such a reputable scientific institution with so many top rated 

scientiusts to support their claim. Just because UN supports the claim is enough for me to reject it. 

Earl 

Earl 4 hours ago 3 4  

What? Did he just say that fourteen of the last fifteen years of this century have been the hottest of the 

century? Duh, this century is only fifteen years old so far. That means that the fourteen of the last 

fifteen years of this century have been the coldest of this century as well. And what study are they 

quoting? Even NASA admitted that they are only 38% sure about global warming being man made. Do 

these people realize that if they are wrong and we can effect the climate somehow and we apply the 

wrong solution we could hurt millions of people if not billions. Let alone what we would have to do to 

correct it. All these people pushing for climate change legislation better double and triple check their 

"science" before applying it. 

Rick 

Rick 4 hours ago 0 3  

All of these groups they are citing were involved in the Phony Temperature Scandal E-Mail leak and have 

absolutely no credibility. It's hard to believe the Lefties have the unmitigated gall to still try and pass 

their Lying slop off as evidence. 

Ken the Libertarian 

Ken the Libertarian 4 hours ago 0 3  

For those that don't read the WSJ - the alleged "warming" is less than the margin of error of the 

measuring devices used - it's ALL B.S. 

Despite these LIES, the planet has not warmed since Monica was giving Bill hummers in the Oval Office. 

Zane 

Zane 7 hours ago 3 17  



The arrogance, sanctimony and condescension are simply AMAZING! Man is going to control a natural 

cycle that has taken place for literally billions of years? Please, Climatards and Environmentalcase 

Whackos, show me the SUV that wiped out the dinosaurs or the industry that caused any of the ice 

ages? And how come Venus, Mars, Europa, Titan and other solar bodies are also going through Climate 

Change? Bottom line is CONTROL for you freaks, especially since Socialism, Communism, National-

Socialism, Facism and all other forms of Statism have failed miserably. Perhaps a better term would be 

Climatism to reflect your obsessive need for CONTROL and POWER because you're all LOSER LEFTISTS 

that can't stand the FACT that you were demolished in the 2014 elections. Face it libiots and occutards, 

America is on to you and your libiotcy. 

Oxnard 

Oxnard 7 hours ago 3 9  

The biggest flaw that everyone seems to be missing (some intentionally because they are part of the 

scam) in the 'global warming' 'issue' is that it will be (allegedly) solved by the politicians by legislating 

more taxes in the form of 'carbon credits': 

 

Because if 'global warming' is indeed caused by man, then why are we NOT making the biggest demands 

to stop it on those causing the most pollution which is allegedly causing it, which in this case is clearly 

China (double of the U.S. according to a recently released 'pie chart') since their pollution level 

necessitated creating a new scale to measure it since the old one didn't go high enough? 

 

So ANY 'solution' that is proposed WITHOUT China bearing the brunt of the 'cost' is going to fail, and fail 

badly. 

 

So if China is not 'involved' then it's easy to see that the 'problem' and the progressive's 'solutions' are 

NOT about stopping 'global warming' or the pollution causing it, it's all about profiting from it. 

 

All you have to do is follow the money, which is what this is all about. 

 

To 'fix' this problem we are told that company's have to buy 'carbon credits' to allow them to continue 

this 'behavior'. 

 

This isn't to STOP the behavior in any way shape of form, which is the first and biggest clue that this isn't 

about fixing the problem, it's about pulling money out of corporations that government would 

otherwise be unable to do. 

 

Where does the money from the 'carbon credits' go? Why through the government of course, which will 

take it's cut (which as we all know is most of it), but that's where it gets murky, as the money goes to 

'green energy' companies such as Solyndra, which is where the murkiness REALLY begins. 

 

For example, during the Solyndra bankruptcy we see this statement: 

 

"Solyndra's owners, Argonaut Ventures I LLC and Madrone Partners LP" will "realize the tax benefits of 

between $ 875 million and $ 975 million of net operating losses, while more senior creditors, including 

the Department of Energy, which provided a $ 535 million loan guarantee to Solyndra, will receive 

nearly nothing." 

 

So SOMEONE got a bunch of money out of the deal (due to crony capitalism) while 'global warming' 

wasn't changed at all. 



 

Oh, and the 'scientists' that all line up and sheepishly bleet 'global warming BAAAAADDDD'? 

 

If scientists want funding for their study and research where do they get it? That's right, the vast 

majority comes from the government, so they make the deal that in order to get their funding they 'toe 

the line' because, their research projects are so vitally important and a few quasi-political speeches 

won't hurt anyone right? 

 

And that's what this is all REALLY about, creating another way of taxing and spending while whatever is 

left over after the government is done with it will go to friends and political supporters who operate 

'green energy' businesses which go bankrupt with the owners leaving with a bunch of money. 

 

Also one should take notice how interesting it is that there SO many stories that put forth the 'narrative' 

of how the world is on the very edge of destruction sometimes in great detail yet they never seem to 

even touch on solutions that match the (alleged) magnitude of the problem? 

 

And I'm not talking about the usual 'we must do solar and wind blah blah' rhetoric, I'm talking about 

their REAL goal and solution. 

 

Well, to be truthful some are talking about the real solution but are being quashed because their 

message is that ALL 'global warming activities' must cease and desist IMMEDIATELY. 

 

So, cars - out, airplanes - out, any and all manufacturing - out, and pretty much every other activity that 

emit ANY type of 'greenhouse gas' WAY out. 

 

So their plan is to stop life as we know it and go to an environmentally friendly way of life (think Amish 

on a global scale) that is virtually certain to eliminate a great portion of the human 'infestation' on the 

planet. 

 

Sounds kinda extreme huh? 

 

And THAT'S why you hear nothing about any proposed solution(s), because the 'global warming is bad' 

crowd KNOW that they cannot let that 'cat out of the bag' (their Jonathan Gruber 'revelation', if you will) 

because they would quickly be labeled as the 'extremists' that they are and lose what little credibility 

they have, so they are resorting to this tripe and dribbling their 'solutions' out little by little and talking 

about vague 'targets' which are planned for years after they are gone so it doesn't look quite as extreme 

as it really is which may be why they are resorting to 'polls' now to drive the issue, that somehow 'most' 

people want the government to fix the 'problem'. 

 

GG 

GG 10 hours ago 0 5  

"We still don’t understand what causes natural climate change to occur, so we simply assume it doesn’t 

exist. This despite abundant evidence that it was just as warm 1,000 and 2,000 years ago as it is today. " 

Climatologist Dr. Roy Spencer 

 

Red 

Red 11 hours ago 3 21  



I remember when I was a kid it was a lot hotter than it is now where I live. It was so hot that one day I 

almost skipped baseball practice - and that's hot. Now we hear that last year was the hottest on record. 

How far back do the records go? I doubt that the records being kept a few years ago when I was a kid 

were not very accurate if records of global temperature were being kept at all. 

 

David 

David 1 hour ago 3 0  

There will be nothing done to fix the climate. We'll still be pumping the same amount of carbon out only 

you'll have to pay a carbon tax. The climate will still continue to deteriorate. If the burden of clean air is 

not share equally across the globe it will not make the climate any better. Hell even in the United States 

the responsibility is not share equally. All car should be smog checked every two years and have catalytic 

converter on them in every State. 

WilliamM 

WilliamM 11 hours ago 5 70  

The warmest on record . . . according to INSTRUMENTAL READINGS (there are lots of gaps in our surface 

temperature monitoring. According to the University of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) satellite program, it 

was the THIRD WARMEST recorded since 1979 in the troposphere. According to the Remote Sensing 

Systems (RSS) satellite program, it was the SIXTH WARMEST. 

 

According to the Climatic Research Unit of the UK Met Office, the margin of error in estimating global 

surface temperature is 0.1ºC. That is five times larger than the increment by which 2014 supposedly 

surpassed 2010. 

 

Funny how carefully they edit the data to reflect the results they desire. 

 

Source: globalwarming[dot]org[slash]2015/01/27[slash]warmest-year-blather-distraction-from-big-

picture[slash] 

Expand Replies (32)  Ken 

Ken 8 hours ago 3 12  

Once again we have an article by a unknown person which is a complete fraud. Not a single word bear 

on anything real. The Un is the organization who stated this fraud to meet their goal of a new world 

under the control of the UN. (See UN Agenda 21.) A few wealthy people will control the world and the 

rest will in fact be their SLAVES. I have asked over an over again of these clowns to give me a area 

anywhere in the world where oceans are rising and they can't because none are rising. This is a 

complete and total fraud by a bunch of mentally ill dysfunctional liberal democrats. Some are so twisted 

they believe in this trash. Most know its a fraud.l 

 

Paul W 

Paul W 7 hours ago 3 11  

If everyone repeats the same big lie often enough, does that make it true? What if a majority of people 

believe that lie, does that make it true? What happens when the people who initially make the claim do 

so with only a reported 38% chance of the statement being true, does that make it true? If none of that 

makes the lie true, then what will? Nothing. It will only be a true statement if in fact it is a true 

statement. And, right now, the credibility of the people making the statement is in the toilet. 

Ats 

Ats 11 hours ago 3 19  

I suppose if you hang a thermometer under the exhaust of an window A/C unit you get a hotter reading 

along with placing thermometers on the runways of airports to catch the exhaust of jets taking off ... 



you'll probably get a real good reading .. especially if they are placed there by the government who 

desperately wants to initiate a program that is called "Cap N' Trade" which will bring in billions of dollars 

of revenue to a select group of investors isn't that right Mr. Gore and Mr. Obama and isn't that right 

United Nations? 

 

The Progressives have found a way to tax the air you breathe and the vehicle is "Global Warm .. ooops I 

mean "Climate Change". 

 

Chuck I 

Chuck I 4 hours ago 3 5  

The whole concept of climate change is a correct and indisputable, climate changes every day in 

minuscule changes in the wind, the rainfall, in the temperature of the earth and in so many other ways 

that man is not capable of delineating the real cause or the real effect. The concept of climate change 

(global warming) being man made is not proven and most likely not able to be proven. The era from 

1350 to 1850 was called the little ice age for a reason, because that is what it was a very short period in 

geological history where the temperature declined and declined until the crops in the north failed and 

people died. Was that man made? 

If one delves deeply into the whole issue of climate change it come down to transfer of money for the 

north to the south to fix the economic and social injustice that exist in the south. I call it liberal 

(American) guilt over the perceived injustice rented on the poor peoples of color in the south. 

 

RWayne 

RWayne 7 hours ago 3 14  

Warmest by 0.01°C. and 

"ALSO STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT." 

 

“UA-H Global Temperature  

Update for December, 2014:"  

 

"2014 was the third Warmest year in  

the 36-year Global Satellite Temperature record,  

but by SUCH A SMALL MARGIN (0.01 C) as to be  

STATISTICALLY SIMILAR TO OTHER RECENT YEARS,  

according to Dr. John Christy,  

a professor of atmospheric science and director of  

the Earth System Science Center at …U of AL-Huntsville.  

‘2014 was WARM, BUT NOT SPECIAL.  

The 0.01 C difference between 2014 and 2005,  

or the 0.02 difference with 2013  

are NOT STATISTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM ZERO.  

That might not be a very satisfying conclusion,  

but it is at least accurate.’ 

 

“The 2014 Average Temperature Anomaly  

also is in keeping with temperatures since late 2001,  

when the Global Average Temperature rose to a level  

that is generally warmer than the 30-year baseline aver.  

The most recent 13 complete calendar years,  



from 2002-2014, have averaged 0.18 C (about 0.33 degrees F.) warmer than the 30-year Baseline 

Average,  

while the Global Temperature Trend during that span  

was a warming trend at the rate of +0.05 C per decade  

—which is ALSO STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT." 

 

"With 2014 essentially TIED  

with 2005 an 2010 for hottest year, 

this implies that there has been essentially 

NO TREND IN WARMING OVER THE PAST DECADE. 

This 'almost' record year DOES NOT HELP 

THE GROWING DISCREPANCY BETWEEN 

THE CLIMATE MODEL _PROJECTIONS_ AND 

the surface temperature OBSERVATIONS," said Judith Curry, 

a professor at the Georgia Inst. of Technology. 

 

"Curry is the co-author of  

'Thermodynamics of Atmospheres and Oceans' (1999), and  

co-editor of "Encyclopedia of Atmospheric Sciences" (2002), as well as over 140 scientific papers.  

Among her awards is the Henry G. Houghton Research Award from the American Meteorological in 

1992. 

 

"Regarding climate change,  

she thinks that the IPCC reports typically neglect  

what she calls the 'Uncertainty Monster'[2] in project- 

ing future climate trends, which she calls a 'wicked problem.'[3]  

Curry also hosts a popular science blog in which  

she writes on topics related to climate science  

and the science-policy interface.[4]" 

--"Wikipedia" 

 

So, perhaps it's no problem TO be "fixed", like 

Anthony J. Sadar said in 10/2/2013/"Wall St. Jrnl.” 

before UN started leaking this trail of manure. 

 

“What Did You Expect The IPCC to Find?” 

 

“The IPCC's mission  

ASSumes from the get-go that  

Anthropogenic Global Warming is a FACT.” 

 

THAT'S HOW POLITICAL "science" functions. 

Facts are only important they Confirm Bias. 

 

“It’s important to recall the  

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate CHANGE’s  

original stated purpose.  

IN ITS OWN WORDS, its role is to  



assess the ‘risk of HUMAN-induced climate change,  

its potential impacts and  

options for adaptation and mitigation.’ ” 

 

“In other words, the organization’s mission  

ASSumes from the get-go that  

ANTHROPOGENIC GLOBAL WARMING IS A FACT.  

 

“Typically, you find what you’re looking for.  

 

“As Al Gore points out in his movie  

‘An Inconvenient Truth,’  

Upton Sinclair observed that  

‘it’s difficult to get a man  

to understand something  

when his salary depends  

on him NOT understanding it.’ ” 

 

(Turnabout is certainly "fair trade" ;-) 

 

B.O. Stinks 

B.O. Stinks 10 hours ago 3 15  

Look at all the advantages of global warming, This will be welcome for most people and farmers. 

Multiple crops. more co2 plant food, palm trees instead of messy pines, many more people will be able 

to have fruit trees in their yards, gardens instead of grass. the list goes on, Alaska and Siberia might 

become habitable. 

 

Oh the weather outside is frightful. 

And Global Warming sounds so delightful 

I'm tired of keeping the heater on low 

Burn some coal, burn some coal, burn some coal 

 

Man, it doesn't show signs of stopping 

Warmer days would grow more crops for popping 

The lights are turned way down low 

Burn some coal, burn some coal,burn some coal 

 

I hate shivering throughout the night 

How I'll hate going out in a storm 

Me and the dog cuddle up tight 

If the scientist are right, I'll be warm 

 

And the fire is slowly dying 

I'll use the coal for fryin 

But as long as you love me so 

Burn some coal, burn some coal, burn some coal 

 



When we finally warm up at night 

I'll love going out in a storm 

But if you really grab me tight 

All the way home I'll be warm 

 

Oh! The fire is slowly dying 

Bacon is on the coals and fryin 

But as long as you love me so 

Burn some coal, burn some coal, burn some coal. 

 

Grump 

Grump 4 hours ago 3 10  

NOAA said they were 38% certain that 2014 was .02C warmer than 2010. Or they are 62% certain that it 

wasn#$%$ all in the wording. Back in 2011 NOAA said they were 18% certain that 2010 was the warmest 

year or an 82% chance that it wasn't. 

So there is a 62% chance that 2014 was not hotter than 2010 and a 82% chance that 2010 was not the 

hottest year on record. Its all just marketing people. Why are we listening to any of this? 

Tacosa 

Tacosa 7 hours ago 0 2  

Darn modern conveniences and progress! The Amish were right! 

Minuteman09 

Minuteman09 10 hours ago 3 20  

"Fourteen of the 15 hottest years have all been this century," said WMO secretary general Michel 

Jarraud. ---  

 

The temps have been cooling since 1198 but the hottest 14 years were in this time period. That would 

explain why they use this time period in their conclusion, "higher than the long-term average of 14 C 

(57.2 F) for a 1961-1990 reference period," 

 

After this story ANYBODY who claims this hoax isn't political just doesn't pay attention or refuses to see. 

 

chris 

chris 6 hours ago 0 4  

I find it amazing how many people do not believe the scientist. Yes the Eastern US had a lot of snow (I 

had a sandwich for lunch- does not mean world hunger has ended). 

 

Stuart 

Stuart 5 hours ago 0 5  

The U.N. which controls the IPCC is NOT a scientific panel and 2014 if FAR from the hottest year on 

record, that distinction remains to a year in the 1930's. 

Edward 

Edward 5 hours ago 0 5  

What happened to 1991 through 2013 that they could not be included? If these years were included I 

think you would find that 2014 was much colder than most of the years. 

Mike 

Mike 9 hours ago 0 4  



Actually, there was only a 38% chance that last year was the warmest year on record. The difference 

between it and recent years was statistically insignificant, which upholds the warming hiatus for the last 

18 years. 

Kristina Blackbi_rd 

Kristina Blackbi_rd 9 hours ago 0 7  

Figures lie and liars figure... these sorts of manipulations by clever for consumption by the dumb 

dumber are propaganda for fools. Simple fact? There has been no global warming increase observed for 

16 years. Not only that, global warming is good for the planet. Global cooling is the only thing to be 

feared. 

teddy 

teddy 6 hours ago 0 3  

Im scared now. !4 out of the last 15 hottest years were in this century and its only 2015. The oceans are 

going to destroy Venice and I haven't gotten there to see it yet 

 

K6574839201 

K6574839201 4 hours ago 0 4  

The only thing to fear for our free and peaceful world is NOT the weather, its Islam and the Muslims, 

because history shows that the Islamic Terrorism is on the grow!! Is it really important how hot the sun 

shines over our graves?? Maybe its time to face the real danger? 

JoeM 

JoeM 7 hours ago 3 4  

When dealing with climate, we're looking at the rate at which temperature is changing. 

 

2014 may be the hottest year on record, but if the rate that we're heating up is slowing down, then this 

isn't necessarily a cause for alarm. Anyone with a cursory understanding of calculus understands this. 

 

The rate of warming has been slowing down for 15 years. This is indicative of a cycle and not a 

catastrophy. Too bad the UN government panel is simply looking for money instead of taking the advice 

of the majority of climate scientists, who state that these intiatives are pointless. 

 

Fang 

Fang 11 hours ago 3 14  

THE UN LIED, AND THE AP IS COMPLICIT. Read the truth and evaluate for yourself: 

 

Climate Change: The news is ablaze with a report that 2014 was the "hottest year." But there's no 

reason to be excited. The story the global warming alarmists are trying to tell isn't the only one out 

there. 

 

'For the third time in a decade," shouted the AP, "the globe sizzled to the hottest year on record, federal 

scientists announced Friday." 

 

The Washington Post reported that "the year 2014 was the hottest ever measured, based on records 

going back to the year 1880." Bloomberg News challenged readers to "deny this" and directed them to 

"animation below" that documents "2014: The Hottest Year." 

 

 

Hysteria also reigned at the BBC in Britain, the New Era in Africa, Australia's Sydney Morning Herald and 

all points in between.\ 



 

In one sense, the breathless stories are correct: 2014 was the hottest year on record — by no more than 

four-hundredths of a degree. But that's based on surface thermometer records, which are NOT 

RELIABLE. Better measurement is done by satellites, and they indicate 2014 was the third-warmest in 

the 36 years that satellites have been used to document temperatures. 

 

John Christy, a professor of atmospheric science and director of the Earth System Science Center at the 

University of Alabama in Huntsville, says the satellite data show that temperature changes since 2001 

are "statistically insignificant." 

 

As expected, though, some scientists — a few of whom are considered "distinguished" — take the 

hottest-ever report as confirmation that man is dangerously warming his planet due to fossil-fuel use. 

But a few have kept their heads.  

 

Roger Pielke, professor of atmospheric science at Colorado State University, told the Post that "there 

remain significant uncertainties in the accuracy of the land portion of the surface temperature data, 

where we have found a significant warm bias." 

 

Judith Curry, professor at Georgia Tech's school of earth and atmospheric sciences, said that "with 2014 

essentially tied with 2005 and 2010 for hottest year," the implication is "that there has been essentially 

no trend in warming over the past decade." 

 

"This 'almost' record year does not help the growing discrepancy between the climate model projections 

and the surface temperature observations," she added. 

 

There's simply nothing to see here. But that's the way it's always been with the global-warming swindle. 

MCM 

MCM 5 hours ago 0 2  

Since the information in the article is claimed, by its proponents no less, to have a 39% probability of 

accuracy, there is no science here. You all do realize that a 39% probability of accuracy means a 61% 

probability of being nonsense, right? -- (Reprinted from a comment by "Don") 

An Engineer 

An Engineer 13 minutes ago 3 1  

A CORRECTION TO THE DENIALIST DISINFORMATION SPEW 

Actual science plus economics informed by science tell us that for: 

(A) a 1-2 degree C rise in temperature winners and losers will be about equally balanced; 

(B) for a 3-4 degree C rise, losers will greatly outnumber winners; 

(C) a 5-6 degree C rise will result in drastic changes occurring with a rapidity that will likely exceed the 

ability of our civilization to adapt. 

Currently we are on a trajectory that will take us at least to scenario (B) - not good. 

(To help put this in perspective, the difference between the present benign interglacial conditions and 

the last ice age is only in the range of 5-8 degrees C.) 

Mr. Invisible 

Mr. Invisible 4 hours ago 3 4  

What they never tell you about this data is that the margin of error ratios in these models makes the 

data statistically insignificant. They have to build a margin of error model that is less than 1 degree F. 

Keep in mind they are analyzing air temperatures from the 1960s. Ask yourself how they correlate that 

data to compare the earth's air temperature back then to today. You can't just compare reported 



temperatures because there are things that change over time, like where they samples are drawn from 

and other artificial conditions that have to be factored in and dozens and dozens of other factors. These 

weather models are incredibly complicated. Yet no one bothers to share that with the reader. . The 

bottom line the margin of error ratios are at least 4 times what the conclusion is, which means that this 

is all just nonsense and hype. People are so gullible that they will actually read this and think that it is 

possible without error to measure the earth's ambient air temperature. That it is possible without any 

margin of error to come up with an "average" earth temperature. Keep in mind there are billions of 

temperature variations happening at any given minute on earth. Many cities show temperatures around 

a metropolitan area to several degrees variation on any given nightly forecast. Here we are building a 

doomsday model, which is all you hear on Yahoo and other left leaning sites. The world is coming to an 

end because the earth is 1 degree warmer. This is scientific conjecture not scientific fact and there is a 

big difference. But with today's slop journalism, scientific conjecture is reported and accepted as 

scientific fact and the gullible 20 year olds buy up this nonsense as science because they have been 

indoctrinated with this phony earth crises since they were small children. And anybody that challenges 

them is a "denier" or flat earthers or whatever other names they like to call people who challenge their 

"science". 

Dvd 

Dvd 12 hours ago 2 71  

The UN has an agenda and that is America's cash. 

 

James Bennett 

James Bennett 1 hour ago 0 0  

Since these globalists engage in continual 'weather modification', they can make the weather whatever 

they want. 

Playing God, except without the Love part. 

The most important part. 

David 

David 6 hours ago 3 2  

Conspiracy implies a brain, 

facts not in evidence. 

 

Agreed that becoming prepared for  

the continuation of the current 

"Interglacial (melting) Era" IS wise. 

It seems we're in one 

--called the Holocene Era-- 

but it is ACTUALLY straddled by 

a (paleo-)current Ice Age of 2-3 million years! 

This 11,400-year-old "melting" Era 

describes what's kept the Ice Age at bay and 

Global Temperatures from AVERAGING -46°F.! 

 

So, it would be FAR MORE REMARKABLE 

since Nature has thrown this delightful, 

11,400 year (so far) gala 

INTER-(get it?)-GLACIAL (melting) Era, 

if the Poles did NOT thaw! 

 



OF COURSE, the melting ice releases its trapped CO2 

and oceans become "less base", automatically. 

 

OF COURSE, in the latest 17-18 year Pause, 

we saw some of the hottest years ever (“recorded” ;-) 

We’ve been waiting 11,400 years for this party to “Warm up!” 

It's simply, (sadly AWOL), Common Sense. 

 

Ice Ages are bad for babies, 

plants and other LIVING things. 

Kinda' ruins the whole effect... 

unless one's agenda 

PREFERS frostbitten babies... ? 

 

Dino A 

Dino A 5 hours ago 0 4  

I would not believe the UN if all there tongues came notarized! 

Bob B 

Bob B 10 hours ago 3 9  

A few key points. First, this is fudged data to fit the model. In order to fit the models, data from surface 

locations has to be "adjusted". Second, when you only look at aggregate rural stations, there is actually 

slight cooling over last 25 years. When you examine satellite data by itself, there is no warming over the 

period of its measurement. Finally, if the warming were actually true, why has sea level only risen less 

than 0.5 INCHES in the last 30 years, and harbors from the 1920s are still as they were? This isn't 

science, and I am a scientist. This is a political agenda looking for an excuse to drive it. 

 

Columbo 

Columbo 11 hours ago 3 14  

Klaus Hager 44-year veteran German meteorologist placed dozens of older mercury thermometers side-

by-side with modern instruments used today. Over an 8 and half year study, he found on average that 

the newer thermometers showed temperatures 0.93 deg C higher than the old mercury types. Germany 

began replacing their mercury thermometers in 1985 at all 2000 weather stations and completed the 

task by 2000. "Warming" in Germany began in 1986, stopped in 2000 and has been flat since 2000 and 

also was flat prior to 1985. Coincidence? 

 

JohnDoe1 

JohnDoe1 1 hour ago 0 1  

How do they measure 0.57 degrees in tree rings and ice core? reference period, 1961-1990, 33 years of 

data and 1961 was a year with no global data, 33 years of data out of millions and the temp is not 

measured in tenth of degrees! 

Daniel 

Daniel 8 hours ago 3 5  

The last time a political organization ran science.....was when the pope had Galileo put under house 

arrest for the outrageous scientific statement that the earth revolves around the sun, and the sun 

around the universe. 

See the earth and the universe revolved around the pope. 

 



And not the hottest on record...During the midevil warming period French winemakers were 

complaining that the English were able to grow grapes thus competing with the french. So 1000 years 

ago it was warmer then this year... 

And we know that 2.6M years ago it was much warmer...as it was a normal period. We also know it was 

warmer during the Jurassic and Triassic periods. 

 

Robert 

Robert 9 hours ago 3 6  

Well shucks I suppose they are entitled to an "opinion", but not the facts....... 

 

Satellite Data Says 2014 Actually Wasn’t The Warmest On Record 

10:58 AM 01/12/2015  

 

Climate scientists and environmentalists sounded the alarm this year after Japanese climatologists 

reported 2014 was the warmest year on record based on global surface temperature readings. 

 

But satellite temperature data shows that 2014 was not even close to be the warmest on record. In fact, 

2014 was only the 6th warmest year on record, according to the Remote Sensing System. 

 

Christy said, “2014 was warm, but not special. The 0.01 degree Celsius difference between 2014 and 

2005, or the 0.02 difference with 2013 are not statistically different from zero. That might not be a very 

satisfying conclusion, but it is at least accurate.” 

 

Christy noted that from 2002 to 2014, temperatures have warmed at a rate of 0.05 degrees Celsius per 

decade which he calls “statistically insignificant.” Since 2002, global temperatures have averaged about 

0.18 degrees Celsius warmer than the 30-year baseline average, according to Christy. 

 

“Though approaching 70 mutually incompatible and more or less implausible excuses for the Pause are 

appearing in nervous reviewed journals and among proselytizing scientists, the possibility that the Pause 

is occurring because the computer models are simply wrong about the sensitivity of temperature to 

manmade greenhouse gases can no longer be dismissed, and is demonstrated in a major peer-reviewed 

paper published this month in the Orient’s leading science journal,” writes Monckton, who has been 

studying and writing on global warming for years. 

 

And for the USA………..well….. As for the continental U.S., 2014 was only the 34th warmest 

 

Keith 

Keith 12 hours ago 0 9  

I have ZERO trust in these climate reports as they are an agenda masquerading as 'science'. The end 

game has always been to apply a global tax to create the biggest slush fund in history for politicians to 

get fat on. 

GG 

GG 10 hours ago 3 13  

"Reports that 2014 was the “hottest” year on record feed the insatiable appetite the public has for 

definitive, alarming headlines. It doesn’t matter that even in the thermometer record, 2014 wasn’t the 

warmest within the margin of error. Who wants to bother with “margin of error”? Journalists went into 

journalism so they wouldn’t have to deal with such technical mumbo-jumbo. I said this six weeks ago, as 



did others, but no one cares unless a mainstream news source stumbles upon it and is objective enough 

to report it." 

Climatologist Dr. Roy Spencer 

platform 

platform 9 hours ago 0 3  

Lean not on your own understanding, trust also in Chicken Little, and he shall direct thy path. 

liberty s 

liberty s 9 hours ago 0 4  

When the UN manages to get a world tax and control the U.S. economy then the problem of global 

warming will end. Wake up America. 

Andy Martin 

Andy Martin 10 hours ago 3 13  

Hiding The Decline At NCDC 

 

In 1975, the National Academy of Sciences showed no net Northern Hemisphere warming from 1900 to 

1970, and about 0.5C cooling from the 1930’s to 1970 

 

But this didn’t make climategate scientists happy, because it wrecked their global warming theory, 

which their livelihood depends on. 

 

From: Tom Wigley  

To: Phil Jones  

Subject: 1940s 

Date: Sun, 27 Sep 2009 23:25:38 -0600 

Cc: Ben Santer  

 

It would be good to remove at least part of the 1940s blip, but we are still left with “why the blip”. 

 

So NCDC made the most of the 1930’s/194o’s warmth disappear. 

The Fool on The Hill 

The Fool on The Hill 1 hour ago 0 1  

Cue all the deniers. Same old BS from the usual suspects. You people are so quick to deny it makes me 

think you're either scared of the truth or incredibly stupid. I'm going with both. 

 

John 

John 11 hours ago 5 57  

The UN has no climate scientists that do scientific research of it's own. It instead relies on external 

groups, organizations and individuals to write reports that they then cherry pick data to form the 

conclusions they want to come to. There have been multiple instances of the authors of some of these 

reports wanting their citations removed from UN reports. The UN had misrepresented the data in their 

reports and did not want their name associated with the UN conclusions. The UN is not a reliable source 

of information regarding climate change. It is a political organization and is not setup or have the 

expertise to be making scientific decisions. They don't even have the ability to do the research 

themselves. 

Expand Replies (23)  Rich 

Rich 2 hours ago 3 1  

More silly propaganda. NASA was embarrassed when they tried to push the "warmest ever" line when 

their own data showed only a 38%. Now, the WMO proves they are not a science group, but one 



pushing an agenda. Not to mention that the much higher quality satellite data shows 2014 was at best 

3rd warmest and possibly as low as 14th. 

 

What's even more important is the land data did not show a particularly warm year. Most of the 

warming was from ENSO conditions and one warm area in the North Pacific driven by a blocking high ... 

IOW, weather. 

 

What's likely to occur in the future is a continuation of the 18 year pause or a strong move into cooling. 

Da Kraut 

Da Kraut 8 hours ago 3 7  

For all of the hype it turns out that 2014 was not the hottest year on record after all, but it seems as if 

the “climate scientists” are not interested in this report which was released by Earth System Science 

Center. 

 

Here is what they found when looking at weather satellites: 

 

2014 was the third warmest year in the 36-year global satellite temperature record, but by such a small 

margin (0.01 C) as to be statistically similar to other recent years, according to Dr. John Christy, a 

professor of atmospheric science and director of the Earth System Science Center at The University of 

Alabama in Huntsville. “2014 was warm, but not special. The 0.01 C difference between 2014 and 2005, 

or the 0.02 difference with 2013 are not statistically different from zero. That might not be a very 

satisfying conclusion, but it is at least accurate.”  

 

The 2014 average temperature anomaly is also in keeping with temperatures since late 2001, when the 

global average temperature rose to a level that is generally warmer than the 30-year baseline average. 

The most recent 13 complete calendar years, from 2002 through 2014, have averaged 0.18 C (about 

0.33 degrees Fahrenheit) warmer than the 30-year baseline average, while the global temperature trend 

during that span was a warming trend at the rate of +0.05 C per decade — which is also statistically 

insignificant. 

 

So it turns out that 2014 was the third hottest year on record but the difference is so marginal that it is 

“not statistically different from zero” and the increase in temperature is “statistically insignificant” from 

2002. 

 

This tells me that despite the hysteria from the global warming alarmists there has been no global 

warming since 2002. Yet the propaganda continues, the EPA is moving forward with defacto cap and 

trade regulations, and this science report is ignored. I wonder why… 

 

Guest 

Guest 12 hours ago 0 8  

Last week computer models predicted 3' of snow in Manhatten and shut down the city at a cost of 

$200,000,000. Turns out the computer models are always wrong, the only thing important to these 

"scientists" and the UN is collecting money from the US 

Bytesighs 

Bytesighs 8 hours ago 3 9  

Obama trashed NASA beginning with killing any actual way for astronauts to get to orbit by shutting 

down the Space Shuttle and then trashing a replacement vehicle. This is kind of a problem because 



without a space vehicle, NASA is not a space agency. It’s a bunch of rooms full of people with 

computers. 

 

That left NASA astronauts in the unenviable position of hitching rides with the Russians, alongside 

millionaire space tourists. 

 

But Obama gave Charles Bolden, his idiot appointee, a prime directive that NASA would now focus 

primarily on making Muslims feel good about themselves. That worked out about as well as you would 

expect. 

 

I consider NASA global temperature data provided under duress for fear of losing their jobs due to 

politics. Do you think any qualified climate scientist working at NASA would buck the president and offer 

an alternative opinion? What do you think? 

George 

George 11 hours ago 3 11  

Gee, what a surprise, the U.N. (useless and needy) is using the same fake temperatures from computer 

models that NASA used to push Obama's claims about global warming (oops, sorry, climate change). 

Odd isn't it that scientists who do NOT receive funding from the federal government and use actual 

temperatures report that world temps are actually DROPPING (which helps explain why polar ice caps 

are dramatically INCREASING… But, when did Obama ever let facts get in the way of his shuffling billions 

of dollars around with almost zero accountability? 

 

JustaMarine 

JustaMarine 11 hours ago 3 16  

Negative ghost rider! So many discrepancies ... the main one being the FACT that NASA's Goddard 

center stated two weeks ago there was 'only a 38 percent chance the figures were correct'!!! So that 

means, for all you 'low-information Obama voters' that there is a 62 percent chance the data is 

INCORRECT!!! And that doesn't take into account falsified data, differing collection methodology, the 

FACT that we're talking such an insignificant 'change' that it IS A STATISTICAL ERROR FOLKS!!! On and on 

and on! Of course the U.N. 'confirms' the data - they have the most to gain by making the United States 

subservient to the U.N. Duh. 

rektree 

rektree 12 hours ago 0 9  

Is this really why we built a huge building for the UN on prime real estate in NY City - to monitor our 

temperatures? 

Tim 

Tim 12 hours ago 5 54  

They used ground temps. Are any of you actually going to say we had as many gauges out in the same 

locations with the same devices as ten twenty let alone 100 years ago. Of course not so any comparison 

is ridiculous. Why didn't they use satellite data which is far more accurate? Oh that's right satellite 

should no warming. This is about wealth distribution which the U.N. wants so badly. A bunch of 

extremists sitting around putting numbers in computer models which are just guesses. Adjusting the 

past to whatever they want. They have a predetermined outcome for those models and they put the 

numbers in until they get that outcome. Go back in history , we have always had droughts sever storms 

famines . Its nothing new. We just know have the technology to make everyone aware. Wake up before 

world governments seize even more of your lift under the mask of climate change. 

 

Keith 



Keith 7 hours ago 3 3  

Oh wow, now I am totally convinced because the UN is saying 2014 was the hottest year ever. That is a 

huge reason NOT to believe it. This whole global warming thing is getting very old and boring. The same 

players saying the same thing except in different ways. It is either warming or the next ice age is upon 

us. But we can fix it either way as long as you cut us a check. It is all about nothing except the almighty 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!!! 

Archangel 

Archangel 9 hours ago 3 10  

Just have to admire the tenacity and lack of imagination of the "Global Warming Lunatics" as they 

continually attempt to empathize CO2 emissions by providing us with pictures of evaporated water 

spewing from Parabolic Cooling Towers! 

 

Since these Global Warming Lunatics are unable to dazzle us with their lack of brilliance, they instead 

attempt to baffle everyone with their B.S.! 

 

Even if their determination that 2014 was the warmest year on record was actually correct, it does not 

provide any evidence that carbon dioxide is responsible for the warming! 

 

Any change in temperature of the paltry 4/100th of 1% of Carbon Dioxide within the atmosphere for 

whatever reason, is exclusively a change of temperature of the proportion of Carbon Dioxide in the 

atmosphere and not the proportion of the whole mixture of atmospheric gasses.  

 

The ridiculous hypothesis that the complicated climate of this planet rests upon the hysterical 

indictment of a single parameter of 4/100th of 1% of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, which 

the Global Warming Lunatics would have everyone believe magically precipitates Climate Change is not 

only absurdly implausible it is absolutely ludicrous! 

 

MCM 

MCM 6 hours ago 3 2  

The UN? -- WHAT? -- The UN? --- The UN telling us about the climate! -- That's the biggest joke of all - 

even bigger than the AGW joke itself. -- What an incredibly stupid article.  

 

Satellite data clearly shows 2014 to NOT be the warmest year on record. Start with a false premise, and 

you will ALWAYS arrive at a false conclusion - regardless of whatever methodology is employed in the 

process.  

 

Anyone who is paying attention can easily recognize the falsehoods perpetrated in anthropogenic 

climate change. Even if you only pay attention to the weather forecast, you will easily notice that the 

"official" weather station temperatures are being taken primarily within large heat islands. Where I live, 

the official records on temperature are taken from the station at the airport - one of the largest single 

heat islands surrounded by a huge metropolitan heat island.  

 

The evidence is so clear to see right in the same weather report; just 40 miles from the airport in all 

directions, the temperature is consistently 5 to 15 degrees cooler, further away - even cooler, but those 

aren't recorded or even taken into account as the official high and low temp for the day. But, only those 

that aren't part of the political agendas behind claims of ACC seem to be able to see those figures for 

themselves and draw the appropriate conclusions.... 

Michael 



Michael 4 hours ago 3 3  

By regulating 0.0038 of the atmosphere the non-elected bureaucrats in the UN and EPA get to achieve 

Lenin's and Mao's dream of controlling the means of production via controlling the means of 

combustion. Most anthropogenic carbon dioxide is generated by China, thanks to free trade. China is 

ruled by nationalist patriots who do not surrender their national sovereignty, nor jeopardize their 

domestic industries or national prosperity by succumbing to treasonous, deleterious trade or 

environmental treaties. After the TPP is foisted upon the decadent, decaying and indebted West, 

industries will flee the bureaucrats in the NATO nations, build new industries overseas, and generate 

CO2 and prosperity while the environmentalist West languishes as the Western politicians betray their 

citizens into the hands on the neo-feudal elite , who will create carbon ration cards, and then charter 

their Wall street friends with licenses to sell these highly taxed carbon permission slips at lucrative 

commissions. 

Ghost 

Ghost 11 hours ago 0 8  

Just believe the opposite of the UN. They are worse liars than Hussein. 

lieNolieNoMore 12 hours ago 0 7  

A 4 C warmer Earth may provide more arable land, longer growing seasons, more available resources 

and less likely causes for war due to increased availablitiy of less-scarce resources. Global Warming 

could be a good thing. Save the scare tactics, global waming is happening has been for at least 10k years 

and humans are probably accelerating this but, we just don't have all the facts and it is impossible to 

predict what the outcome will be. Chicken Little is dead... 

CJ Mac J 

CJ Mac J 11 hours ago 0 5  

It seems their "science" only shows things getting warmer. Both RSS and UAH agree that 2014 was far 

from being the hottest year ever, ranking it only sixth in the past 18 years, and that there has been no 

upward trend in world temperatures since 1997. 

 

Patrick 

Patrick 8 hours ago 0 2  

And if the UN said it . You know it's true.  

Believe the organization that has the most to gain financially by holding the western world hostage with 

climate treaties.  

Just like oil for food, or controlling muslim barbarism in Africa. 

Stephen 

Stephen 11 hours ago 3 10  

Democrats have become the Mr. Bills of politics OOOHHH NNOOOOO,,, and are followed by chicken 

little Obama ,the sky is falling , the sky is falling and 50% of Americans are lemmings . Back in the 70s it 

was getting too cold . Mother earth will make up her mind when its time to destroy humankind and 

there is nothing Al Gore and his followers can do but make money by trying to switch which energy 

source we use , all sources should be used and when the end comes windmills and sun power will have 

nothing to do with it. the earth cycles itself you lemmings. 

JJMurray 

JJMurray 7 hours ago 4 23  

"The UN seeks to limit warming to no more than 2 C over pre-Industrial Revolution levels" 

This is where I shake my head - the arrogance of these people to think they actually can control the 

climate of the entire planet and can somehow establish some sort of static climate is insane. They do 

not have the knowledge or the technology to create a static climate but even if they did - who gets to 



choose which parts of the world will continue to have droughts and strong storms and which parts will 

not?  

Also, the actual analysis said there was something like there being a 38-40% chance of 2014 being the 

hottest on record because the final temperature was within the margin of error which means it could 

have been hotter OR cooler when you take the margin of error into account. 

 

Jerry 

Jerry 10 hours ago 0 1  

"Could be catastrophic"! Terms like could be, might be, possibly be, etc. are terms these clowns have 

been throwing around for decades. As to the predictions of 30 years ago, how global warming would 

affect my farming operation by now, none of them have happened, I repeat NONE! 

 

R 

R 11 hours ago 0 7  

The UN is full of it. It has NO credibility at all. I do not care what the UN has to say on anything. We need 

to disband it and turn the building into a homeless shelter. 

CJ Mac J 

CJ Mac J 11 hours ago 5 56  

World Meteorological Organization (WMO), a supposedly scientific body, issued a press release stating 

that this is likely to be the warmest year in a century or more, based on surface temperatures. Yet this 

predicted record would be only one hundredth of a degree above 2010 and two hundredths of a degree 

above 2005 — with an error range of one tenth of a degree. True scientists would have said: this year is 

unlikely to be significantly warmer than 2010 or 2005 and left it at that. 

 

Gary 

Gary 9 hours ago 8 0  

maybe if you guys, CJ Mac J, mik, Mike, Sean, were scientists, you would have a valid point. But, as you 

are obviously NOT scientists, you are just nattering nabobs of the 19% deniers. 

MoreLawrence 

Lawrence 8 hours ago 0 1  

The corrupt organization with just another lie. If the UN was as great as they all think they are there 

would not be the genocide and wars on the African continent. Corruption and failed policies throughout 

the den of thieves. 

BenVincent 

BenVincent 8 hours ago 3 4  

Start off with a picture of cooling towers with STEAM (water vapor) coming out of them. 

 

Then print a story about the UN. Considering that NOAA, NASA, the Met office and the UN all use the 

SAME surface data set (the same incomplete, adjusted, made up in areas where there are no weather 

stations) it isn't surprising that the UN claims the same thing. 

 

But the complete, more accurate satellite data does not show 2014 to be anywhere close to the hottest 

ever. 

 

C 

C 12 hours ago 0 7  

So the UN is the climate czar now? Nothing positive out of them on world affairs so at least they are 

openly focusing on something that they can do nothing about. 



 

scott 

scott 11 hours ago 0 8  

Message to the nutty UN: Your Liberal liar cohorts were voted out of power in the mid-term elections. 

Tom 

Tom 1 hour ago 0 0  

"Scientists warn that a 4 C warmer Earth would be hit by more catastrophic droughts, floods, rising seas 

and storms, with wars likely fought over ever-scarcer resources like water." 

 

On a molecular level, the earth is a closed system. There is roughly the same about of H2O on this planet 

as there was millions of years ago. how it becomes "ever-scarcer" is a distribution issue, not a supply 

issue. 

Classic Rocker Extraordinaire 

Classic Rocker Extraordinaire 11 hours ago 0 6  

Climate change is nothing more than a U.N. term for Redistribution of Wealth... 

larry 

larry 12 hours ago 0 8  

I guess nobody remembers the mild summer, and the brutal winter... 

househusband 

househusband 11 hours ago 3 8  

Why is it that none of these articles explore a tiny bit of skepticism? I mean, 1.03 deg F is just under 

0.2% on an absolute temperature basis. Since we've had about a hundred centuries since the last ice 

age, how does 2014's average temperature compare to them? There must have been variability, so does 

2014 fall within that variability? I want to be on board with this, but too many questions linger, 

unaddressed, unanswered, ignored. Is there some bias here? If so, what are the motives? Yes, too many 

questions, too few answers. 

 

John 

John 12 hours ago 4 41  

anybody can get the data themselves and make a graph or a yearly average to find out the truth. o wait 

they have manipulated the data in the past and continue to do so. hey what happened to the Argo 

program of ocean temperature observation starting in 2003? O i forgot there wan no ocean warming for 

6 years so they just claimed there was a calibration error ans suddenly the temperature trend atarted to 

have a slight rise.. Funny they don't claim that the oceans have been warming in recent articles. i 

wonder why? could it be the program got investigated. nah. this is all ethical liberal science. 

John 

John 12 hours ago 4 41  

anybody can get the data themselves and make a graph or a yearly average to find out the truth. o wait 

they have manipulated the data in the past and continue to do so. hey what happened to the Argo 

program of ocean temperature observation starting in 2003? O i forgot there wan no ocean warming for 

6 years so they just claimed there was a calibration error ans suddenly the temperature trend atarted to 

have a slight rise.. Funny they don't claim that the oceans have been warming in recent articles. i 

wonder why? could it be the program got investigated. nah. this is all ethical liberal science. 

Ronald 

Ronald 10 hours ago 3 6  

This is BS I live Rockingham, NC. and the last 2 years it has not hit 100 and we have had snow the last 2 

years in February. I've lived here for 25 years and the last 2 summers have been bearable most of the 

time all you want to do is sit in the AC. It's all a money racket to line some ones pockets off the backs of 



the American tax payer as always. It used to be "government for the people by the people" now it is 

"government for big government BUY big government" 

 

Steve 

Steve 12 hours ago 4 30  

Hell I can get variations of temperatures of 1 to 3 degrees between different parts of the outside of my 

home. Errors come from who reads the temperature, which thermometer was read and when was the 

thermometer manufactured in 2000, 1900 , or in the 1800's?  

 

I believe most of this is from the fact that we are only 150 or so years from the end of the little Ice age, 

as well solar variations. 

 

Let's spend our scarce funds, time, and resources on real problems, not this wild goose chase. 

 

Mark 

Mark 11 hours ago 0 3  

Formed at the conclusion of World War II, the United Nations seeks to maintain international security 

and peace, while developing friendly relations amongst nations. Not so sure that worked too well. Now 

there in the weather business. 

Ronald 

Ronald 9 hours ago 0 2  

Well if the UN says it's so it has to be true? I do believe the Earth has been warming everyday since the 

Ice Age. So deal with it just like our ancestors did. And Shut-up! 

Michael 

Michael 12 hours ago 0 6  

There isn't enough intelligence at the U.N. to confirm if gravity still exists 

Beach Bum @7 

Beach Bum @7 9 hours ago 0 4  

And greedy rich Liberals still refuse to give up their lavish lifestyles. Why should anybody else change? 

scott 

scott 11 hours ago 0 7  

This is just more Liberal lying. And then the Liberals wonder why they were trounced in the recent mid-

terms. 

FYI 

FYI 12 hours ago 0 7  

So the folks that want a global tax cherry pick data and continue to scaremonger. Color me shocked. 

Bryan 

Bryan 10 hours ago 4 27  

It is time to declare "Climatology" a religion. 

Looks Like a Religion (You have to have Faith to believe this Rubbish) Sounds like a Religion 

(has lots of High Priests, who will lie cheat and steal to achieve their goals) 

Walks like a Religion (They want everyone else to pay to keep the Priest in the manner they would like ) 

Imagine the money we all could save when the government is prohibited from funding it.. That way the 

Priest and Believers would have to get a Job to pay for their stupidity. 

 

Les 

Les 12 hours ago 0 5  



and again, no they weren't. believing an organization that thinks they should be in charge of energy 

distribution on the topic of effects of energy creation is lunacy. 

Dragos N 

Dragos N 11 hours ago 3 4  

Idiotic Article. Let's put aside doubt over numbers but the article is mostly asanine. 

"Average global air temperatures in 2010 were 0.55 C above average, compared to 2014's 0.57 C, and 

0.54 C in 2005." From the above statement anyone with a bit of statistical and temperature reading 

error knowledge can conclude that since 2005 there has been warming trend. From this alone we can 

see that the hyatus is here, has been here and who knows what happens next. 

The second less than intelligent statement is this: "Fourteen of the 15 hottest years have all been this 

century," said WMO secretary general Michel Jarraud. Keep in mind we have been keeping records for 

temperature for about a century so obviously 14 of the hottest years were within a centry just like 14 of 

the coldest years on record. So basically it is meaningless. 

 

Wolf 

Wolf 2 hours ago 4 7  

Wow! The lies and deception of these Public Sector lifers never ends in their quest to obtain more 

wealth from the doers of the World. There is absolutely no Global Warming outside the normal warming 

and cooling cycles of Earth that last thousands of years. In fact we entered another cooling cycle 17 

years ago and the ice in the antarctic has increased by well over 50%. It is clear that this hoax and fraud 

by the UN and the Public Sector is their continuing attempt to distribute more wealth and fill their 

pockets as Public Sector lifers always do. 

 

William 

William 11 hours ago 4 29  

No 2014 per the scientists they have already downgraded to no hotter than 2010. Also they are only 

counting from 1979. So that is not true either. The NOAA said the temperatures dropped or stay the 

same from 1998 through 2012. Amazing how they will not use the actual data. 1998 was not warmer 

than 1934 either. So you have 1998 and 1934 being hotter so that is not correct either. So how can you 

use averages for over 100 years but only count from 1979 for the hottest temperatures. Please show 

where it is man made. I want to see what the man made effects are. You would need to take out all the 

volcanic eruptions such as IceLands and all the ones that went on in Western Antartica and under the 

Artic. Mountain st. Helens just for starter's. The suns increased solar output for 30 years and then tell 

use all what those effects were VS man. 

 

WJD 

WJD 12 hours ago 4 29  

Hottest year "on record." "On record" is the key phrase. How long has it been since weather data was 

regularly recorded? A little over 100 years or so? That is a flash regarding geologic time spans. Some 

data goes back to 1850? How reliable is this data? These guys have no way to know if it was hotter a 

thousand years ago, 50,000 years ago, a million years ago. 

 

At times, they can't accurately predict the weather a few days in advance. And, we are to believe them 

when they try to tell us what it will be like 50 years from now? 

 

The last storm in the North East used several computer models in an attempt to predict this evert. How 

many models were accurate? And, what do these people use to tell us what will happen in 50 years? 

Computer models, of course! 



 

P 

P 12 hours ago 4 31  

Yes, and we all know that:  

-the UN never ever lies, and cares deeply for all mankind 

-that the IPCC only tells the absolute truth,  

-that they would never have an agenda behind this ridiculous terminalogical inexactitude,  

-and all it will take is most of everybody's money and a reduced standard of living back to the middle 

ages for all to save the planet (without the donkey, ox or horses for the carts-too much methane and 

carbon pollution) 

-See? Even the catholic church decrees it's so and it's (mostly) your fault. Thus a new religion is revived. 

Gaia worship. I think I read that someplace. Go into all the world and teach to worship and save the 

earth.  

At this point, this scenario reminds me of the Eloi of the '60's Time machine flick. Art imitating life or life 

imitating art? 

I think both. 

 

William Brewer 

William Brewer 11 hours ago 0 1  

I'll say it until these people admit the truth. 

Stopping emissions, even 100% of them, is no guarantee you can suddenly stop a natural occurrence. 

Yes, we should stop polluting so much. 

That doesn't give you the right to mislead people into believing doing so will "stop climate change". 

Newbie 

Newbie 10 hours ago 3 2  

FACTS over-looked by the GW Alarmists crowd: 

The Earth's position to the Sun -- the distance from the Earth to the Sun -- changes as the Earth revolves 

around the Sun AND JUST that change causes a 60 degree difference in air temperature. A SMALL 

change in that distance WILL make a change in the air temperature on Earth. 

The Sun's energy output has MORE effect on the Earth's air temperature then ANYTHING mankind can 

do. 

There are more people on this planet then EVER before -- and that number is GROWING -- and every 

one of those people want to heat their homes and cook their food. If we got rid of oil as a way to create 

the energy required to heat their homes and cook their food then they would have to resort to wood 

burning...how long do you thing the forests would last then? 

 

USA Proud 

USA Proud 9 hours ago 0 3  

The planet is not warming. The oceans are not warming. The ice caps are not melting. CO2 is not 

pollution. The UN is completely irrelevant. 

Kevmo Barrett 

Kevmo Barrett 5 hours ago 4 15  

To call this report "science" is like calling a tv dinner a fine dining experience. It's all extrapolation put 

together to attempt to make a prediction, with no real guarantee of accuracy. Couple that with the UN's 

well documented record of out and out fraud on the whole issue makes it even more laughable. In the 

1970s, the UN "scientists" predicted the coming ice age...which never happened. In the 1990s, it became 

global warming, and I was told that my current home would be under water due to the melting polar 

ice...didn't happen, it's still the same 20 minute drive to the beach it was 40 years ago.....now, the cause 



du jour is called climate change, so be it hot, cold, wet or dry, they can cry panic and reap huge profits 

by claiming the unprovable will happen. 

 

Charles 

Charles 13 hours ago 4 37  

How can you claim a "global" record back to 1880 when comprehensive records for global temps. only 

go back to 1979? NOAA is claiming this record back to 1880 by .02C degrees; 2/100! POINT ZERO TWO 

DEGREES! Temperature records in most places before 1950 weren't even kept to the 1/10 of a degree 

and only covered populated areas. The sampling coverage was not "global" before the Satellite Era, 

especially for the oceans, duh. Who do they think they're kidding? This is garbage data only presented to 

make a POLITICAL point, not a scientific one. 

 

Fly Boy Jim 

Fly Boy Jim 8 hours ago 4 25  

And we believe the manipulations of this organization after the 2009 documentary U.N. Me? 

 

In the documentary we are taken on a brutal tour of a number of places where the UN has intervened. 

Through interviews with those involved - and archive footage, facts about manifest abuses and scandals 

surrounding UN missions and personnel. Such as a "forgotten" shooting in Côte d'Ivoire, during which 

UN soldiers opened fire on unarmed demonstrators. Or the "Oil for Food" program in Iraq, which 

resulted in the wrong people reaping the benefits. 

 

Scott 

Scott 6 hours ago 4 21  

2014 is NOT nearly the hottest year on record, as shown by plenty of raw data available on the web 

from satellites measuring large volumes of lower atmosphere that show 2014 LOWER in temperature 

than 1998 and 2010, two of the warmest years in the last 40. It makes me very angry that 2014 was 

already being marketed as the warmest year on record in Oct of 2014!!!, before the year was even 

finished!!! They've planned this bull-crahp lie for a long time. 

 

Grump 

Grump 3 hours ago 4 13  

If you had cancer and I handed you two vials of medicine and I told you that one had an 18% chance of 

curing you and the other had an 82% chance of curing you, but you can only take one which would you 

take? 

Well that's the percentage assigned to 2010 the supposedly hottest year of the century. NASA is 18% 

sure that 2010 was the hottest. That means they're 82% certain it wasn't. 

Same for 2014. They are 32% certain it was hotter than 2010. Which means they are 68% certain it 

wasn't. 

Always play the percentages. 

 

PuppetMaster 

PuppetMaster 12 hours ago 0 4  

Let's see the data. Not the reports, the actual hard data. Why is it in this modern world we don't have a 

site dedicated to showing us the live temperature data from the reporting stations daily? Oh right, 

because then when they were "estimating" temperatures we'd all know they were making it up, as the 

footnotes often tell us they are. 

Frank 



Frank 11 hours ago 3 4  

When did we start believing anything the UN says or does. A group of highly paid leeches who would be 

starving in their own countries. The USA pays the bulk of the budget and is constantly treated like "the 

devil". You have countries guilty of cruelty and genocine at home on committees accusing America of 

hurting people. Given the choice of staying in America or permanently going home virtually ALL would 

stay. So much for Bad Bad America. UN are the first letters in the word UNNECESSARY! 

Ricky 

Ricky 11 hours ago 0 3  

Even if this was a true story, which I doubt. What is an average? It means some years your above and 

other you are below to give you an Average. This is just telling everyone "hey your stupid", because we 

can big the information and distributed to our advantage. 

James 

James 11 hours ago 0 3  

That`s the result you get when you close more weather stations at higher altitudes, plus is the weather 

recording equipment from 150 years ago accurate, reliable and located at the exact same locations as 

current readings? 

ErnstRanches 

ErnstRanches 11 hours ago 0 4  

UN confirms 2014 was 'hottest year on record. Since we only have records from the late 1800's and the 

planet is over 4.5 billion years old do you really think their puny sampling of data means anything other 

than an attempt to extort more taxes to further their own agenda? 

 

Ghostwolf 

Ghostwolf 9 hours ago 0 3  

"UN confirms 2014 was 'hottest year on record' considering the UN is a sham and useful only for a laugh 

now and then, what is their relevance again? 

Frankok 

Frankok 12 hours ago 4 29  

UN - such a reputable source - Climategate anyone? 

Search "Scientists balk at 'hottest year' claims" and "14 was only 34th warmest for USA?" 

We the USA taxpayers pay $22 billion/year for global warming. Why? NOAA data shows warming is 

slowing over last 18 years even with large rise in CO2. Search "Scientist Confesses: "Global Warming a 

$22 Billion Scam"". It is mainly methane and wonderful MAMA Nature and her cycles with her honey 

Mr. Sun, and with water vapor, oceans and volcanoes when she blows her top, and either opens 

methane holes or blows wind causing a polar vortex when she has gas, all as her home the Earth tilts on 

its axis. Search: "natural-tilts-earths-axis-ice-ages-harvard-geophysicist” 

 

William 

William 11 hours ago 0 3  

Please show where you got your temperature reading from from WWI back. Please show your data and 

temperature readings from the Artic and Antartic. From the north and south poles. Please show use the 

equipment you used to get an accurate reading to a 10th of degree. 

fun 

fun 2 hours ago 4 11  

READ THE REAL SCIENCE, IF YOU DARE ! 

yahoo "Global Cooling - The REAL Inconvenient Truth: Part 1:" April 3, 2014 10:05 AM 

{ Three months ago, it snowed in Cairo, Egypt for the first time in 112 years. } 

{ 2013 was the largest one-year temperature drop ever recorded in the United States. } 



{ The extent of the Antarctic sea ice is at record highs. } 

{ It’s the Real Inconvenient Truth—right now the world is getting colder. And it’s likely to get even colder 

for the next 20 years—before a new, stronger cycle of sunspots begins, as they have for eons. They are 

statistically very, VERY accurate. 

But there’s more, and it’s A Sad Truth: there is ample evidence that suggests private scientists and public 

servants have been manipulating the basic raw data that most everyone relies on to calculate climate 

change. (This story has great timing as the IPCC–International Panel on Climate Change–just released 

Part 5 of their most recent major assessment on climate science (even they can’t bring themselves to 

call it Global Warming anymore).) } 

Ray 

Ray 12 hours ago 0 8  

I don't want to enter the fray but I have to ask if an average temp over 30 years is relevant on a planet 

whose climate has been changing for 4.3 Billion years? 

Moo PiD 

Moo PiD 12 hours ago 0 8  

Rule #1: Never trust a thing the UN says. 

Rule #2: Never trust an instigative entity (AFP) that uses a picture of a nuclear power plant to 

demonstrate global warming. 

Columbo 

Columbo 11 hours ago 0 3  

Nice picture. Problem is one cannot distinguish natural occurring CO2 which is 97% of the total from the 

rest and second, that it is only CO2 from man that affects climate. The failure of every model proves 

that. 

 

bart 

bart 3 hours ago 4 11  

Translation: A left leaning political entity says unless you surrounder more authority to us, and transfer 

more wealth from private enterprise to government, we will burn up. Yet there are dozens of accredited 

academics who testify there has been no warming since 1998. Only through a complex means of 

averaging out cooler temperatures with warmer temperatures around the globe can they come up with 

an 18 year movement of get this: 2/100's of a degree. This is entirely a politcal issue, not science. 

Bytesighs 

Bytesighs 7 hours ago 0 1  

The time has come for the AGW clingers to declare themselves a political faction. 

 

Tom 

Tom 11 hours ago 0 4  

If there is global warming it's a result of the alarmists blowing hot air up your you know what. 

Fish Dog 

Fish Dog 10 hours ago 0 2  

2014 is statistically about the same as the past 10+ years. The global temperature trend has been flat for 

about 17 years...all the climate forecasts have been wrong for well over a decade. 

Whatnow? 

Whatnow? 10 hours ago 0 2  

This report is flawed, another string of propaganda false reporting from the U. N. 

CJ Mac J 

CJ Mac J 11 hours ago 0 2  



If climate change/global warming was not about money and control, more people might be willing to 

consider it. When it is proposed to only be cured by more regulation and taxes, many people become 

skeptics. 

CJ Mac J 

CJ Mac J 9 hours ago 0 2  

'Claiming 2014 is the 'hottest year' on record based on hundredths of a degree temperature difference is 

a fancy way of saying the global warming 'pause' is continuing.' 

 

CharlieK 

CharlieK 12 hours ago 0 6  

"UN confirms 2014 was 'hottest year on record' 

Really? 

How about 1936 then? 

This is disgusting, why keep this fraud going? 

Most of us would not mind somewhat higher temperatures. 

hey gee 

hey gee 10 hours ago 3 6  

Didn't yahoo run with this bullsjht story a couple weeks ago? 

 

Perhaps the notion that CO2 is being portrayed as a "pollutant" in the global warming scam should be 

examined a little more. 

 

The propaganda always shows chimneys belching smoke (never mind that CO2 is odorless and 

colorless.) 

 

See above photo. 

 

This of course benefits the rent seekers and speculators who will directly benefit from the bizarre 

government created carbon markets. 

 

Moreover, the beneficial effects of CO2 cited by the people who do not support the scam are much 

more than theory and propaganda.  

 

Continuing satellite observations show that increasing atmospheric CO2, has been literally greening the 

planet. Measurements over the past 30 years record a major increase in vegetation across the world's 

land area, including equatorial regions such as the Amazon rain Forest.  

 

A quantity called the "Normalized Difference Vegetation Index" is used to monitor plant growth, 

vegetation cover, and biomass production. It shows a considerable net "greening" of the earth, due 

largely to increased atmospheric CO2. 

 

The globull warming cabal has been dominated by poor science feeding a reinforcing political process 

for too long.  

 

The world has stopped warming for close to two decades now forcing the warmers to scurry around for 

explanations and excuses. There are no trends in extreme weather events, despite the astrology that 

now feeds the attempts to make everything that happens fit the dogma. 

 



We should bear these realities in mind when our elected and appointed public servants, rent seeking 

corporations, grant seeking academics, and news outlets like Yahoo try to tell us otherwise. 

Timothy C. 

Timothy C. 11 hours ago 0 1  

It wasn't. A small fact overlooked by the UN. 

Magic Monkey 

Magic Monkey 11 hours ago 0 2  

Let the UN force China and India to cut their emissions by 50% before the United State considers any 

more cuts. 

Monty 

Monty 11 hours ago 0 4  

The UN isn't an authority on anything. 

April Storm 

April Storm 9 hours ago 3 3  

The biggest problem with this article is that it gives overly rosy impression that all humans need to do to 

survive is keep warming to 2 degrees C. We are going to see 8 la Ninas this century instead of four. Each 

one means more violent, unpredictable weather. There's that. 

 

This doesn't even address the larger issues, such as reaching critical break-downs in all grids, from roads 

and bridges to urban water and sewer systems, the final ticks of consumer-available petroleum, a world-

wide electric/electronic grid which is poised to collapse with any major solar event. One such as hit the 

Midwest and East Coast in the early 80s would wipe out all electronic grids today. Oh, yeah, and there's 

that pesky food issue. 

 

A few simple examples... 

 

But the real danger, humanity's ultimate threat is the dirge of overpopulation taking a planet which can 

only support 500million humans in balance from the scary 7billion+ now collapsing ecosystems and 

devastating Third World countries...to 10billion in 2050, at which point, by all currently known 

technology, humans will decimate themselves in all areas.  

 

If, by some quirk of fate, they managed to keep on and reproduce in current proportions, by 2100, the 

earth would just be one giant squamous carcinoma of humans attempting to survive by any possible 

means...I'm glad I won't be there. 

 

There isn't any turning back. It doesn't matter any more what the deniers prattle. Humanity is nearly 

cooked to extinction. I mourn for every baby I know is in every pregnant woman today. They will inherit 

horror. 

 

But, hey sit back and change the channel, 'cause for the moment, it can't happen here...Right? 

William 

William 11 hours ago 5 47  

Sorry but President Obama made a deal with China and they have an unlimited increase of pollutions 

and CO2 which will be more than all the other countries reduction. It's put the world over the mark and 

the IPCC is good with it. Why? So the IPCC says it is fine. We are all going to die and it is ok with them. 

got to love the Science. Notice how they are talking about 4 C and they have only gotten .02 so far. 

 

VJ 



VJ 10 hours ago 3 5  

Man-made climate warming/change is junk science used by big-government tax and spend politicians 

and special interest groups to justify massive new taxes and government control (think gas cans, light 

bulbs and carbon taxes). Indeed, many of the UN-IPCC input data assumptions used in the Global 

Warming Climate Change computer models are egregiously unrealistic, e.g. CO2 uptake via the global 

ocean/air interface, effects of solar activity, very limited data sampling, sub-surface ocean current 

movement changes, chronic underestimate of methane effects, variability of volcanic ash and CO2 

ejection, methane overestimation, etc. There are many others. As the developers of computer models 

like to say: "Garbage in, garbage out". 

 

The IPCC previous report, in 2007, was so grotesquely flawed that the leading scientific body in the 

United States, the InterAcademy Council, decided that an investigation was warranted. The IAC duly 

reported in 2010, and concluded that there were "significant shortcomings in each major step of [the] 

IPCC’s assessment process", and that "significant improvements" were needed. It also chastised the IPCC 

for claiming to have "high confidence in some statements for which there is little evidence". 

 

Randy 

Randy 11 hours ago 0 4  

That's news. Now give us some encouraging news about how the UN is acheiving its designated role of 

assuring world peace. 

Randall B 

Randall B 1 hour ago 0 1  

Hmmm. I see many reasoned, fact-based criticism of this article, and then I see many responses to them 

that amount to little more than "Eff you, moron!" 

 

I'll go with the reasoned criticism over the insults, thank you. 

Soccer Sucks 

Soccer Sucks 22 minutes ago 4 3  

Climate alarmists play a number of tricks to try to make their catastrophic anthropogenic global 

warming theory seem plausible. One of the most important is that they focus on a ridiculously short 

period of time, beginning either in the late 19th century or at the beginning of the 20th. This is, of 

course, not even the blink of an eye in geologic time. Given that the Earth began emerging from the 

Little Ice Age in the mid to late 19th Century, it is hardly surprising–and a very good thing–that from 

then until now, temperatures have tended to rise. 

 

Alarmists shriek that 2014 was the warmest year ever! But that claim is absurd if put in the context of 

the Earth’s recent history. As Dr. Tim Ball writes: 

In fact, 2014 was among the coldest 3 percent of years of the last 10,000, but that doesn’t suit the 

political agenda. 

 

joker 

joker 10 hours ago 0 2  

The only answer is to sacrifice a hummer to the global warming gods in the hope that they spare us. 

AustinTexas 

AustinTexas 9 hours ago 0 2  

Berkeley Earth is a group of climate change supporting scientists organized in 2010 to reanalyze the 

Earth’s surface temperature record and publish their findings - When it comes to 2014 and the other 

“hottest year” candidates, 2005 & 2010, the observed temperature difference was smaller than the 



margin of error by a factor of five, adding: “Therefore it is impossible to conclude from our analysis 

which of 2014, 2010 or 2005 was actually the warmest year.” 

Michael 

Michael 11 hours ago 0 3  

The UN was a nice idea that has long since turned into a world community of crooks. The USA needs to 

get out of the UN NOW! 

Anthony M 

Anthony M 3 hours ago 4 6  

The UN has an agenda to make a one world government corrupt with power. Climate change fear will be 

used to fund it. They also have an agenda to disarm America and use international troops to do it. This 

would cause a war within our borders and I surely wouldn't want to be one of the troops trying to make 

it happen. The earth was warmer during Roman times according to ice core samples. There are a large 

number of scientists around the globe who say decreased solar activity is causing global cooling that will 

end with a mini ice age. Who do you believe? I surely don't believe OR TRUST the UN! 

 

TURK 

TURK 12 hours ago 4 26  

every year for the past number, this statement comes out, the warmest year yet BUT upon further 

review later, is not true. the un has an agenda, you cannot believe anything coming out of there. the brit 

scientists working for them on global warming have already confessed to cheating, fudging their 

numbers a while back. this con has to stop, just quit it, we have caught on to it and know what you are 

doing. we need to move the un out of our country and we need to quit wasting all of our money on that 

organization. 

Keystone 

Keystone 11 hours ago 0 1  

"The WMO said that only a few hundredths of a degree separated the warmest years." Chemists use 

very precise thermometer for thermal measurements in thermodynamic studies. Those thermometers 

are not accurate to few hundreds of degree. Unless all the global temperature stations are using 

extremely accurate thermal measurement instruments and calibrated often. The decoration of warmest 

year is meaningless. 

Keystone 

Keystone 11 hours ago 0 1  

"The WMO said that only a few hundredths of a degree separated the warmest years." Chemists use 

very precise thermometer for thermal measurements in thermodynamic studies. Those thermometers 

are not accurate to few hundreds of degree. Unless all the global temperature stations are using 

extremely accurate thermal measurement instruments and calibrated often. The decoration of warmest 

year is meaningless. 

Sparky 

Sparky 11 hours ago 0 1  

Once again the UN has offered up the evidence that they are either lying for political reasons or they're 

as dumb as a rock. Their figure of 0.57c is larger than the variance of readings. That number is 

scientifically insignificant and means nothing.  

Read people, Read and learn about this subject and do not be led astray by political games. 

OscarM 

OscarM 11 hours ago 0 1  

Who believes in the UN? The UN should be disbanded. Has no use except for dirty politicians. 

Mr. K 

Mr. K 11 hours ago 0 1  



Funny how you can always make stats say what you want. 

"Average global air temperatures in 2014 were 0.57 degrees Celsius (1.03 degree Fahrenheit) higher 

than the long-term average of 14 C (57.2 F) for a 1961-1990 reference period" 

Umm, why just 30 year reference when you have more data? Perhaps because those were some of the 

coldest years of the 20th century. the 30s-50s were warmer than the 60-80s. 

Bob 

Bob 9 hours ago 0 1  

Proving only that the liberal axiom of "tell a lie often enough and it will become the truth".  

 

Someone needs to seriously learn how margin of error and certainty work. 

fun 

fun 2 hours ago 4 5  

Ummm, the planet is STILL in an ICE AGE & will soon enter another glaciation period. 

 

[ Thanks to the disposition of the continents, our current ice age might last tens of millions of years yet. ] 

wattsupwiththat "Onset of the Next Glaciation" 

 

Our current Ice Age 

{ From the Milankovitch data, this graph shows insolation at 65°N from 50,000 BC to 50,000 AD: 

The green box has the Holocene ending at 3,000 AD – an arbitary choice. Insolation is already low 

enough to trigger glacial onset. For the last 8,000 years, the Earth has been cooling at 0.25°C per 

thousand years, so the oceans are losing heat. We just have to get to that trigger point at which snows 

linger through the northern summer. Solar 

 

Scott 

Scott 9 hours ago 0 0  

Start with third world population control. That should also help eradicate disease and terrorism. 

Richard 

Richard 12 hours ago 0 5  

I dont thing the global warming people realize that we are on to their lie, and they are wasting their time 

with this scam. 

 

scott 

scott 11 hours ago 0 3  

The Liberals can lie all they want about warming, but if they touch one penny of my hard earned tax 

money for this scam, I will sue them. 

Steve 

Steve 11 hours ago 0 1  

This is way to funny. We have NASA saying there's a 38% chance that last year was warmer and now the 

UN says temps rose .5°C. Can these people not understand why people doubt global warming when 

none of the science is proving it out 100% factual? If these global warmers can't get on the same page of 

course people will doubt you. 

BWINKLEJMOOSE 

BWINKLEJMOOSE 12 hours ago 4 24  

Why do they keep re-printing this trash? It's been debunked already. Just to review - the problems with 

this announcement are: 1.The reference methodology is arbitrary and subject to selection bias. 2. The 

measurements are within the degree of accuracy of the methodology. 3. The sources, instrumentation 



and location of the data were all different. 4. The NOAA correction methodology is corrupt - it always 

skews data adjustments to hot side despite this being statistically impossible. 

 

Please educate yourself before buying into this U.N. self-serving lie. There is a lot of money via carbon 

taxes that the U.N. is trying to get their hands on. No crisis, no money. Think people. 

AustinTexas 

AustinTexas 7 hours ago 0 1  

It should make us pause when an who author is trying to persuade his audience about the ill effects of 

CO2 chooses to illustrate his article with scary looking cooling towers emitting water vapor. 

Jew1307 

Jew1307 12 hours ago 0 2  

Pennsylvania could use some Global Warming. Hope it gets warmer. 

Anthony 

Anthony 10 hours ago 0 0  

I wonder if they do it like our state ?? Our average temps, rain, and snow fall are taken at the airport and 

I live 80 miles away and can get 3" of rain but it does not count on our Average total. 

 

America 

America 12 hours ago 0 4  

Who in the UN are experts on meteorology. Where's the irrefutable evidence? Who wrote this article 

Jonathan Gruber? 

Devon 

Devon 11 hours ago 0 3  

The UN confirmed it? Ohhhhhhhh, OK well then it must be true. Because the last thing a cartel of 

eugenicist tyrannical thieving murderous oligarchs who want to depopulate the planet and consolidate 

power over all nation states would do is lie about global warming. 

Oh wait-- 

Jim 

Jim 11 hours ago 4 13  

"The WMO report is a consolidation of leading international datasets, including research by NASA, the 

US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Met Office's Hadley Centre and the 

University of East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit.' 

 

That's interesting. NASA is only 38% certain of this based on their data. NOAA is 48% certain based on 

their own data. The problem for both agencies is the relatively miniscule temperature change (0.03 

degrees Celsius) compared to the accuracy of the equipment measuring it (0.5 degrees Celsius, on 

average). Because of this, neither agency will say that it's more likely than not that 2014 was the hottest 

year on record. The University of East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit was the central figure in 

"Climategate". Whether their analysis is accurate or not, they have a public credibility problem. 

 

"The UN seeks to limit warming to no more than 2 C over pre-Industrial Revolution levels, but scientists 

warn the Earth is on target for double that target -- a scenario that could be catastrophic." 

 

That's also interesting. They predicted global average temperatures would be 2 degrees C above pre-

Industrial Revolution levels when atmospheric CO2 reached 400ppm. Well, we've reached 400ppm and 

the amount of increase, as best as they can measure it, is less than 0.6 degrees C. Those computer 

models haven't done a particularly good job of connecting surface temperature to CO2, yet models 



based on solar output have been consistently more accurate. So, do we blame a gas that comprises 

about 0.04% of the atmosphere, or do we blame that big ball of fire in the sky? 

 

Runswithscissors 

Runswithscissors 11 hours ago 0 1  

Global warming is fully explained in the Chaos Theory or was that the Farmers Almanac? 

m s 

m s 11 hours ago 0 1  

In other words there has been no warming this century. 

Dahun 

Dahun 12 hours ago 0 2  

The miniscule 0.02 degree rise claimed cannot be shown by empirical data and is produced only after 

measured data is 'adjusted' by climate scientists. A great deal of smoke and mirrors resulting in a 

supposed rise that is 1/1000th percent of the admitted margin of error (0.1 degree). 

 

. 

buddys 

buddys 10 hours ago 3 2  

Stand by for those conspiracy theorists to mention something they read somewhere by who knows who 

that they will offer as the absolute proof that Gore is making billions off of a scam that convinces the 

tens of thousands scientists to fake the evidence of human caused global warming. Not one of them 

capable of understanding the evidence and really don't want to. No different than the millions who can 

look you in the eye and tell you humans once lived to be over 900 years old. 

Darl 

Darl 11 hours ago 0 3  

They also confirm cows on the moon, North Korea is a free country with free and fair elections. I think 

cutting emissions by 40-70% by 2050 and then 0 to negative is doable if your a mole. We pay good 

money to those jerks to talk this stupidity 

Science Officer 

Science Officer 12 hours ago 0 4  

Now all we need to figure out is why the seasonal sea ice at both poles got larger, during the warmest 

year ever. 

Bruce 

Bruce 12 hours ago 0 3  

Comparing today's temperature with 1850 is going to show global warming. The world was coming out 

of a 300 year ice age then. 

S john 

S john 12 hours ago 0 2  

If it comes from the UN intelligent people know it's not true. 

Pelosi Galore 

Pelosi Galore 12 hours ago 0 2  

At best, that would be an UN-confirmed report. Why believe an entity with a vested interest in soaking 

money out of Americans? Next, they'll be tying man made global warming to the 2nd Amendment. 

JamesM 

JamesM 11 hours ago 0 4  

The UN is an organization of 3rd World Dictators, who want to claim Climate Change Damages in order 

to tax the West. 

 



Time to pull out of the UN 

W.T. Door 

W.T. Door 11 hours ago 0 1  

The UN is dominated by countries which expect and hope to benefit from the carbon tax/carbon offset 

BS. It is robbery or extortion disguised as science on a global scale. 

Da Kraut 

Da Kraut 8 hours ago 4 9  

Thank goodness carbon dioxide levels are finally rising ever so slightly in our atmosphere, bringing 

much-needed carbon dioxide to the plants and forests of the world which have been starving for CO2. 

The lack of CO2 in the atmosphere is one of the most devastating limiting factors for plant growth and 

reforestation of the planet, and at just 400ppm -- that's just 400 micrograms per kilogram -- carbon 

dioxide is so low that Earth's plant life can barely breathe. 

 

Throughout the history of our planet, atmospheric CO2 was much, much higher, and it supported eras of 

lush rainforests, rapid plant growth and far greater biodiversity than what we see today. In fact, 525 

million years ago, Earth's atmospheric CO2 levels were as high at 7,000 ppm -- and far from the planet 

"dying" as global warming hoax pushers try to claim, it was one of the most lush and bio diverse times in 

our planet's history. 

 

Global warming alarmists and hoaxers, of course, have warned that CO2 levels crossing the threshold of 

400ppm will spell certain doom for the human race. What they don't mention is that rising CO2 levels 

actually set off a "global greening," complete with forests re-growing at an accelerated rate, gardens 

producing more food and arid regions seeing a restoration of green plants. 

 

In fact, a study just published in Geophysical Research Letters has documented that a 14% increase in 

CO2 levels in the atmosphere gave rise to a 5% - 10% increase in green foliage, with a total increase in 

plant "cover" of 11%. That study is entitled, CO2 fertilization has increased maximum foliage cover 

across the globe's warm, arid environments. 

 

That study refers to CO2 as a "fertilizer" that causes a "fertilization effect." As the study authors explain: 

 

Our results confirm that the anticipated CO2 fertilization effect is occurring alongside ongoing 

anthropogenic perturbations to the carbon cycle and that the fertilization effect is now a significant land 

surface process. 

 

CO2, you see, isn't a "pollutant." It's a nutrient! 

 

In total, you are 83% made of the same stuff as CO2, just in a different molecular arrangement. CO2 is, 

of course, constantly reformed and recycled throughout the planetary ecosystem. Ocean biological 

activity alone produces 90 billion tons of CO2 each year -- many multiples of the far smaller amount 

produced by human activity (about 6 billion tons). If CO2 alone caused global warming and global death, 

we'd all be dead by now. It turns out that CO2 actually helps fertilize the growth and restoration of 

plants and forests! 

 

By the way, it's not just land plants that are starving for CO2. Marine plants also need more CO2, and 

most marine biology came into being in a time when CO2 levels were far higher than they are today. 

 



The higher CO2 levels are in the atmosphere, the more CO2 gets absorbed into ocean water, making it 

available to help marine plants thrive. This CO2, importantly, is also used to build coral reefs. 

 

Wait a second! Haven't we all been told that CO2 is destroying coral reefs? I used to think so, too, 

because I hadn't scrutinized the science closely enough. But if you really dig into this issue, it turns out 

that coral reefs are largely being destroyed by toxic chemical runoff from human activity, not from CO2. 

 

The bottom line in all this is that if you love plant life on planet Earth, you've gotta love carbon dioxide. 

CO2 is the key nutrient that's needed to bolster the rapid growth of nearly all plants, and right now 

Earth's atmosphere is in a state of carbon dioxide deficiency. 

 

That's why professional greenhouse owners actually pump CO2 into their greenhouses to increase plant 

production. 

 

Rising CO2 levels are a huge benefit to plant life across the planet. Hare-brained plans to "sequester" 

CO2 will cause an artificial reduction in this crucial plant nutrient, resulting in the mass global die-off of 

plants and the thinning of forests. Carbon sequestration is, quite literally, plant starvation and an attack 

against Mother Nature. 

 

So don't buy into the disinfo hawked by CO2 alarmists like Al Gore. They are pushing an utterly fictional 

story about how "CO2 will destroy the world" and end human civilization if we don't stop its rise. I 

welcome rising CO2 levels, I know that carbon dioxide only exists at less than 1/1000th of the 

atmosphere. In fact, it's currently at less than half of 1/1000th of the atmosphere. That's an extremely 

small amount of CO2 -- just 400ppm. And it's just barely enough to keep Earth's plants from dying en 

masse. 

 

• CO2 is an essential plant nutrient that accelerates the growth of plants, gardens and forests. 

 

• CO2 is present in the atmosphere at just 400 ppm. By comparison, oxygen is present at 210,000 ppm. 

There is barely any CO2 in the atmosphere at all. 

 

• Higher CO2 levels means better reforestation and "greening" of the planet. As CO2 levels rise, barren 

regions are able to "re-green" with trees that couldn't grow there before. 

 

• CO2 is chronically deficient in the atmosphere today; many plants are "starving" for carbon dioxide. 

 

Unfortunately, scientific research has been compromised by the politics of the subject. The academic 

community leans far to the Left, so researchers who “prove” human-caused global warming (AGW) are 

rewarded with more grants, but researchers who don’t “prove” AGW find themselves cut off. 

 

JasonH 

JasonH 6 hours ago 4 6  

Yup, that's the UN that we all know so well. Let's forget all the shenanigans for a moment and see what 

the five official data sets are actually saying. NASA and NOAA are the only ones saying there was a 

record, and by an amount (.02 C) that drowns in its margin of error. So much so that NASA's confidence 

in their own work is 38%. 

 



The three other data sets that the media refuses to report on (HadCrut, UAH ans RSS), all say there is no 

record, with RSS and UAH both saying that it wasn't even close.  

 

So here we go again with another purposefully misleading article. The media harping on two outliers 

who's odds of being correct (38% and 48% respectively) are actually less than a flip of a coin. 

 

MarcM 

MarcM 12 hours ago 0 2  

The UN wants developed nations to contribute a $100 billion per year to fight climate change. The 

warming enthusiasts should be the example and contribute $$ for their cause. 

Mr. Pocket 

Mr. Pocket 11 hours ago 0 3  

Just when a lot of people were beginning to believe this might actually be true, the U.N. agrees and 

blows the credibility of this report completely out of the water. Cheaters and liars are forever. 

Kevin 

Kevin 12 hours ago 0 3  

According to the UN several million people would have Ebola by now too! These days they seem to like 

to press the panic button more times than the boy who cried wolf! So what is the 2 sigma error bar on 

this reading? Could it be more than the so called temperature increase? 

larry1dart 

larry1dart 6 hours ago 4 4  

I no longer trust any of the data that the UN, NOAA, or the NASA put out. Since 2000, they have been 

adjusting temperatures upward to account for a "cooling" bias. Not only that, they have adjusted the 

last 50 years for a "warming" bias that makes previous readings moved down from actual readings, 

making the "warming" look even more pronounced. The UN has been trying to find a way to make 

wealthy countries pay money to poorer countries since the 1960's. They have found the perfect vehicle 

to do it with "Global warming/Climate change". I dare them to show the raw data. They won't do it. If 

any scientist wants to debate me then lets go. You can start by telling me why the last 135 years of 

recorded data should be used as the basis for the right temperature of the earth and why we base any 

deviation on it to be an aberration. Then you can try to convince me why the only answer to 

AGW/Climate change is a monetary transfer using carbon credits. 

 

John 

John 6 hours ago 0 0  

You make wild claims - care to provide some data other than your imagination and total 

misinterpretation of what little you have read on the subject? 

MoreBruce 

Bruce 12 hours ago 0 2  

When people look in depth at the NASA report, they find out that NASA actually said that there is a 38% 

chance that the temperature was up .002 degrees. 

Jeff 

Jeff 12 hours ago 0 4  

Why does our country continue to fund this useless and worthless organization? 

Ray M 

Ray M 12 hours ago 0 2  

Why don't you guy's put on you're little blue helmets and go stop the genocide going on in the Middle 

East and Africa instead of concerning yourself about 1 degree of heat. We should close that stupid 

building in N.Y. full of leftist and move it to The Hague where it belongs. 



GuyB 

GuyB 12 hours ago 4 14  

Hottest year on record? Maybe, but if so, by such a small amount, they definitely don't talk about the 

actual amount. The difference is well within the annual random variation, and the measurement error. 

 

14 of 15 hottest years ever? Well, the temperature has been increasing for 180 years. However, at the 

same slow, constant. linear rate throughout that entire period. 

 

Thus, in conclusion, to meet the goal of keeping temperature rise below 2 degrees? We need do 

nothing. Not that anything they've proposed would change the outcome. However, now, they are 

pressing hard, trying to impose the will of the tiny majority on us all, by fiat. Since they've failed utterly 

in convincing anyone. 

 

unhappy 

unhappy 11 hours ago 0 1  

Leftist commies with an agenda of wealth redistribution on the backs of the middle class American. 

Have you see the trash pickers in Haiti? Why doesn't the un do something? Because they are too busy 

trying to steal. 

Wayne 

Wayne 13 hours ago 5 38  

Common Sense:  

1) Climate is based on ? Centuries of data not 134 years of weather. 

2) The IPCC, UN and the Majority of Powers in Washington who wish this to be true want to fix it by 

taxing businesses. Has taxation ever driven behavior before that didn't have War in the title? 

3) CO2 is a trace GAS not an element. It is .038 today and since 1953 when the composition of Earth's 

Atmosphere could be accurately recorded it was .036: Now if you are a complete idiot you will say it 

increased by .002% in perspective Ice Core Readings as well as Fossil records show that during the 

middle ages the CO2 content was .078 or twice as high as today and not once do they offer a real reason 

: Who caused that one? how about the warming period that caused the Valley of Kings to become the 

Sand Castles of today? Man could barely dress themselves back then what did it then huh? Oh yes it was 

out grilling...Chariot's on Fire and ummm King Tut's fault. 

 


